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Big Joy for Robert Joy
What's the connection between TV 
shows like Grey's Anatomy, The Good 
Wife, and The Blacklist. Local actor  
Robert Joy, who was awarded the 
ACTRA NL  Award of Excellence  on July 
23rd. Joy is best known for his 8 seasons 
as Sid Hammerback on CSI:NY.

Mun Botanical Gardens  
Has Unveiled a "Dino-Tree"
The Wollemi Pine was only known in  
the fossil record, until a few of them 
were found alive and well in 1994. 
Scientists liken this discovery to finding 
a small dinosaur alive on Earth. The tree 
is exceptionally rare, and MUN Botanical 
Gardens just revealed they have one  
on display.

Terra Nova Decked  
Out in New Camping Pods
Unique new cabin-like structures have 
been installed at Terra Nova National 
Park to offer campers a new way of 
experiencing camping in a national park, 
that removes the need for people to 
have camping gear to camp. "I don't like 
sleeping in tents" is no longer an excuse 
to not reconnect with nature  
this summer.

On a ski slope in Minnesota, during 
the summer they put down a type 
of plastic that allows skiers to ski 
all summer. Other ski hills have big 
festivals. Marble Mountain itself 
installed some zip lining. You gotta 
monetize those hills in the 3 of 4 
seasons no one’s skiing. We asked for 
some suggestions, and here are  
some of your answers:

"Treehouse campsite: glamping. Seriously, 
glorious adult treehouses as a unique 
campground, would be so original." - SUE

"Turn the chalets into seasonal casinos. 
Seriously. We love to gamble and have a 
good time here, might as well 'cash in on it.' 
There'd be something kind of fun about the 
casinos only being there 3-4 months that 
would make you feel like you better get in on 
the fun while you can." - WHEN TO HOLD 'EM

"Three (or four?) words: ginormous Slip  
'N Slide" - LINDA BROWNE

"Put down a type of material that would let us 
go water tubing down the hill! Every slope = a 
waterslide. Gives it a family park feel, fun for 
kiddos and parents." - A

"Downhill mountain biking. Most ski hills do 
this in the off season. Need to have bikes 
available for rent, but hills are turning a good 
profit with this venture." - JON KETTLE

"Develop a well considered and well designed 
(many experts to provide opinion) mountain 
biking / downhill network and modify the 
facilities to handle the different requirements 
during summer." - ANON

"How about turning these places into 
otherworldly, contained experiences for the 
summer and fall, by which I mean, could we 
make Marble Mountain feel like the wild west 
of the 1800s? Saloons, horses, brothels, 
populated by a staff of actors (pretending to 

be duelling in streets, or 
offering to take you on 
gold-finding expeditions, 
and stuff like that), sex 
workers in a "brothel" 
(could be a legit, safe 
workspace for actual 
sex workers), some park 
security, obviously, but 
in character, dressed 
as old-fashioned 
sheriffs. Could have 
a restaurant serving 
food from the era. 
Brilliant. You're 
welcome." - DYKE.

"See 'Wild Play Adventure 
Hill' in Fort Mac." - ANON

"Not adding summer mountain biking and 
trail running events in and around Marble 
is just foolish. There’s infinite models 
out there showing how profitable, both 
financially for the resort, and physically for 
the participants this is! Being one of the 
most obese government states in the world, 
Newfoundland needs to take a stand and add 
more physical fitness options to get people 
outside and having fun doing it!" - TIM WARREN

"First thing Marble needs to do is advertize 
their ziplining more, if they want 
people to use it. And not in The 
Western Star, but places 
younger folks will see it." - 

TIM MARLAND

"I've been to ski hills in 
North America that simply 
lay down some kind of plastic 
that allows people to continue 
to ski / snowboard / skateboard on 
the slopes in the summer and fall. Seems 
like the most logical approach? Keep ski hills 
as ski hills, but year round?" - WINTER4EVA

"Check out Sun Peaks Resort in Kamloops, 
which has been very successful making it an 

all season resort with the introduction of a 
town, complete with a school, medical clinic, 
outdoor hockey rink, community swimming 
pool and condos for rent, and a number of 
hotels have all increased year after year. 
Summer concert series on holidays, and 
farmers markets every weekend, summer 

hiking trails. Downhill bike trails, 
competitions, mud and adventure 

races. Outdoor obstacle 
courses have also been 

successful for other 
mountains here in B.C. 
like 'Wild Play' insure 
people keep coming." - 

LENNY STANLEY

"It's a no-brainer: there 
already exists lifts, and loads 

of people who'd love to downhill 
bike and loathe to uphill bike, whom 

those lifts could take to the top of the 
mountain all day long. Have some good 
beer on tap and live music, and bam: it's  
a hit." - BEN W.

"...Let's not forget about the cross country 
trails at these ski hills, and those who love 
exploring and bikepacking. The X-country 
trails could be used as well by cyclists. 
Extensive modification would not necessarily 
be needed for [those] who want to explore. 
Back country campsites would be super for 
those going on longer excursions." - FATBIKE 

REPUBLIC

"DO SOMETHING LIKE WESTWORLD THERE 
ASAP, PLEASE!" - OUTLAW PETE

"Demographics and weather are proving 
to be the biggest challenges to both of our 
provincial ski resorts. We cannot change the 
aging population, nor the weather, but we 

can supplement the facilities with 
something that appeals to an 

aging demographic and that is 
insensitive to weather. First, 
most every other province 
has casinos, and these 
things have proven to be a 
cash cow for their owners. 

These resorts would make 
excellent casino locations - and 

that would support their existence 
as winter ski resorts. Second, working in 

partnership with private developers to build 
and sell cottage lots would populate the 
resort areas - people bring opportunity. In 
Clarenville, the Dark Hole Pond area is ripe 
for development." - PAUL TILLEY

This Month's Community Poll 
Best Ideas to Monetize White 
Hills & Marble Mountain in the 
Spring, Summer, and Fall
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How Capelin 
Became 
Fertilizer in NL
BY CHAD PELLEY

We are a resourceful people. Give 
us an island of stunted vegetation 
dubbed “The Rock,” and we’ll turn 
its dirt into a soil so rich you could 
bag it and sell it.

Long before we had garden centres selling 
A-Grade, nutrient-rich soil for growing veggies, 
we had a natural bounty of first-rate organic 
fertilizer: fish. Namely the bits of fish, or the 
kinds of fish, people deemed not fit to eat.

“Offal” is the culinary term for the organs of 
an animal – who knows if offal intentionally 
rhymes with awful. Most people don’t eat 
fish offal, but it’s such potent fertilizer that 
our ancestors used to combine it with bog 
to create “Moryeen” – a prized addition to 
gardens, known to enhance production of 
veggie beds. There are references to using 
fish offal in gardens dating way back hundreds 
of years, including a news clipping from 
the 1860s about debates in the NL House of 
Assembly as to whether or not it was wasteful 
for people to use capelin as fertilizer in their 
gardens, since capelin is such prized bait.

Whole fish like capelin, or fish guts left 
behind after filleting bigger fish were used to 
amend bad soil into super soil. For example, 
cod stomachs and intestinal tracts, known in 

some bays as “gulvins,” 
were commonly kept to 
fertilize gardens.

The reason Capelin became common fertilizer 
in our province is because people generally 
had an abundance of cod to eat, and preferred 
cod as a food over capelin, so capelin was 
deemed relatively “not fit to eat” by many, and 
used instead as fertilizer. Also, after capelin 
roll on a beach, the beach is strewn with 
dead fish that really aren’t  fit to eat by the 
time they’re collected, but they still make for 
perfectly good and totally free fertilizer.

Much of what we are putting in our soil 
nowadays is a combination of synthetic 
compounds and chemicals. But to this day, fish 
fertilizers remain a cheaper, and more organic 
way to provide nutrients to the soil.
Fish fertilizers also have slower release rates 
of nutrients than other types of fertilizer, so 
they do not have to be applied as often. They’re 
the fertilizer than keeps on giving, without ever 
“burning” your plants by over-fertilizing.

Using capelin as fertilizer can have a bad 
rep, but the fish are buried in the soil so the 
smell is contained. It’s also good practice 
to bury the capelin in the soil to prevent 
unwanted rodents and beetles. And, to feed 
the sub-surface, soil-dwelling microbes that 
love to gorge on organic matter. In so doing, 
they enhance your soil.

Generally, people use their “junk capelin” as 
fertilizer, like all the ones dead on a beach 
after a roll, or the scraps of the ones eaten 
(heads, tails, roe, etc). It’s common practice 
to give them a little grinding in a blender 
before burying the mess, but plenty of folks 
just bury the fish whole.

BY LAUREN POWER

Three words that brought St. 
John’s to its knees: “Cat Café 
Downtown”. 

St. John’s swarmed the Facebook page 
of the Mad Catter Café, delighted at the 
discovery of this new reason for living.

“We have been overwhelmed 
with support by the local 
community ever since 
we publicly announced 
the cafe opening 
through our Facebook 
page in June,” 
says Colin Williams, 
manager of Mad Catter 
Café, who owns it with 
his fiancé, Josh Eddy.“We are 
so happy to see that people are just 
as excited about this concept as we are, 
and can't wait to meet all of the people 
who have been sending us messages of 
support and encouragement over the last 
number of weeks,” says Williams.

While Mad Catter is the first café of 
its kind in the province, cat cafés can 
be found throughout the world, often 
becoming tourist destinations. “We were 
living in Prague for a year and had visited 
several cat cafés during our travels 
throughout Europe,” says Williams.“It was 
after visiting the cat café in Bratislava, 
Slovakia, that we started a serious 
discussion about Mad Catter Café.” 

The café will be comprised of two 
separate areas: the coffee bar and the cat 
lounge. Customers will have the option 
of either purchasing their beverage or 
snack to go, or taking their purchases 
into the lounge.“For those who choose 
to enter the lounge, a small admission 
fee will be charged upon entry, after 
which they are able to enjoy the company 
of our adorable and adoptable kitties,” 
says Williams.Customers in a hurry will 

still be able to observe the cat lounge 
through a window in the coffee bar area.
“While the number of entrants at a single 
time will be restricted to reduce stress 
on the cats, the lounge will be open to 
all types of visitors, whether they are 
potential adopters or merely fellow cat 
lovers,” says Williams. “Visitors will also 
have the option of pre-booking a time slot 
on our soon-to-be-launched website in 

order to guarantee entry at their 
desired time.”

According to Williams, 
the setup will be more 
of a lounge rather than 
a typical café in order 
to encourage and 

facilitate interaction 
with the animals. “While 

it is not necessary to be 
interested in adopting in order 

to visit, for those who are interested, 
we believe this provides a much more 
relaxing environment to interact with 
the cats and get to know their individual 
personalities. It also provides a more 
home-like environment for the cats as 
they are waiting to be re-homed.”

All cats at Mad Catter Café will be up 
for adoption through a partnership with 
a local animal organization, but the 
duo are still in the process of finalizing 
the details of this arrangement before 
making an official announcement. 

As they are working through the final 
stages of the permit process, Mad Catter 
Café is hoping to open their doors in 
early August  
2018, at 124 
Duckworth 
Street.

Cats Out of the Bag
Cat Café Opening Downtown
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Domestic 
Violence Has 
its Hands In 
Your Wallet. 
Here's What You 
Can Do About It.
BY CHRIS DONALDSON

 
Amidst all the talk of threats to 
our country’s economy, focus 
on another blow to our federal 
financial situation has entered the 
news cycle: the hidden financial 
cost to Canadian employers that 
results from domestic violence. 

Surveys on the impact of domestic violence 
on the workplace are starting to emerge 
worldwide, and one out of Australia, 
conducted by the University of New South 
Wales, has resulted in over 1,600,000 
Australian workers being covered by domestic 
violence workplace benefits, including 
dedicated paid leave, protection from adverse 
action, and flexible work arrangements.

This is important: independent income may 
be the most vital thing a person needs to 
leave an abusive relationship; especially 
where children are involved.

To improve workplace Domestic Abuse 
policies in Canada, we need more people 
to know about the prevalence of domestic 
abuse in our society, and sadly, its effect 
on workplace productivity, to rouse the full 
gamut of policy makers into action.

That’s why researchers at the University 
of Western Ontario, in partnership with the 
Canadian Labour Congress (CLC), conducted 
the first ever Canadian survey on Domestic 
Violence in the workplace a few years back.
As Lise Martin, Executive Director of the 
Canadian Network of Women's Shelters & 
Transition Houses, says, “Domestic violence 
doesn’t stop when a woman leaves for work, 
[and] very conservative estimates put the 
costs of domestic violence to the workplace 
at $85,000 for every 100 employees.”

The study found that a third of us have 
experienced domestic abuse (33.6%), which 
lines up with 35.6% of survey respondents 
suspecting that at least one co-worker is 
experiencing domestic violence.

It is proven that women with a history of 
domestic violence have a more disrupted 
work history, are consequently on lower 
personal incomes, have had to change jobs 
more often, and more often work in casual 
and part time roles than women without 
violence experiences. Nearly 1 in 10 victims 
of abuse report losing employment over it.

The survey revealed that for just over half 
of people living with domestic violence, the 
abuse follows them to work, particularly in 
the form of abusive and distracting phone 
calls or text messages from their partner 
(40.6%), followed by stalking or harassment 
near the workplace (20.5%). 38% of 
respondents also indicated it impacted 
their ability to get to work (including being 
late, missing work, or both).

When asked if domestic violence affects 
performance at work, 81.9% reported that 
it negatively affected their performance, 
most often due to being distracted, or 
feeling tired and unwell. Furthermore, 
37.1% of these victims felt that their co-
workers were affected by their abuse as 
well, because co-workers were stressed or 
concerned about the abusive situation.

Being a perpetrator of domestic violence 
also significantly impacts an abuser at 
work. Notably, the survey also revealed 
that 53% of perpetrators of violence 
report that domestic violence affects 
their workplace productivity, chiefly by 
affecting their concentration, and this poor 
concentration on the job has, in several 
documented cases, led to the injury of a 
distracted abuser’s co-workers.

So what’s needed? The main consensus says 
better paid leave or unpaid leave options to 
help people deal with the effects of domestic 
violence. This includes time to deal with 
legal issues as well as health services.

LOCAL CONNECTION CARRYING  
THIS WORK FORWARD…

The St. John’s Status of Women Council 
has partnered with the Centre for Research 
& Education on Violence Against Women 
and Children at the University of Western 
Ontario to launch an important survey 

in relation to the impact of Domestic 
Violence on workers and workplaces in 
Newfoundland and Labrador. As with the 
initial CLC Canadian survey, more data is 
needed to fully understand the scope of the 
impact of domestic violence on workplaces 
in Newoundland & Labrador, where Stats 
Canada statistics indicate an above average 
prevalence of domestic abuse.“Domestic 
Violence costs the Canadian economy a 
staggering $7.4 billion annually,” says Jenny 
Wright, Executive Director of the St. John’s 
Status of Women Council. “The good news 
is that Canadian and international research 

has shown that positive change can happen 
when the right types of policies, training, 
and other supports are put in place.”Wright 
is encouraging locals to complete the 
Domestic Abuse at Work survey. It is 
anonymous, and all workers or all genders 
in Newfoundland & Labrador over the age of 
15 are invited to participate.

“Your voice is important, whether or 
not you have personally experienced or 
witnessed violence, Wright says.” The 
survey is available at sjwomenscentre.ca/
dvatworknl/. Paper copies of the survey can 
be accessed by calling (709) 753-0220. 

GERRY 
ROGERS 

729-2638  /  gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca 

MHA for  
St. John’s  
Centre

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE

TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,
HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE 

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM
info@paulfreckeraudio.com     834-7273
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Meet  
the Beers  
Dildo Brewing Banging Out 
Quality Beer in Stunning Space
BY CHAD PELLEY

Dildo Brewery & Museum was 
the vision of brother and sister 
Angie Reid and Roger George, and  
their spouses Rob and Debbie. The four 
Dildonians set out to start a microbrewery in  
their hometown of Dildo, and wound up securing  
a unique homebase for it: The Dildo Museum. 

The museum was in need of 
reinvigoration and repairs, and after 
20 years of running it, the Society of 
United Fishermen Lodge 84, could 
no longer maintain or operate it. 
So the siblings and their spouses 
proposed to take over operating 
the museum, and use the building's 
unused space for a brewpub. Their 
vision was executed wonderfully, 
and with the help of funding from 
The Overcast's Albedo Grant. 

Maybe the Best Brewery  
Space in the Province?

In addition to being both a museum and 
great brewery, they've also nailed their vision 
of being "an arts venue with a view." The 
physical space itself is beautiful; maybe the 
nicest in the province as far as breweries go.  

Located right on the water -- with patio 
seating to boot -- there's pub food like wings, 
onion rings, and mozza sticks, and most 
importantly, beer. Good beer. There's well-
designed merch, live music, and the kinds of 
views you'd see on postcards and trending 
Instagram feeds. Not to mention plenty to do 
and see in the area, if you're a townie thinking 
it's a long drive for a beer. 

Not that it needs foot traffic from townies. 
There has been lines out the door of people 
waiting for a table! Inside is a mix of locals, 
tourists, and townies. Staff aren't too 
surprised by the buzz and busyness. "We felt 
confident in our brews and we knew we'd be 
busy," says Angie Reid, "but we did not expect 
the overwhelming response from across this 
country and around the world."

She says they're pleased with tourists and 
locals alike for being so patient and supportive 
while they find their footing in their bustling 
new brewery. "We have had line ups 
for hours in the tap room, tables 
overflowing with people, and yet they 
all beam with a smile when they get 
their pint or their growler filled ... 
the people are amazing, we are 
so grateful."

Meet the Beers

To please all palates, they have 
4 core beers, and will make 
a varierty of seasonals and 

small batches as well. Upon  launching, for 
example, they had a Blonde Ale brewed with 
blueberries, called Blue-Eyed Buoy.

I'SE THE B'YEPA (IPA)
A solid IPA. Saying an IPA has a tropical taste 
is commonplace, but the tropical notes in this 
one are pretty unique. As for the title of the 
beer, if you need an explanation, you're not 
a Newfoundlander, b'y. It's a clever pun, and 
strong contender for Best Beer Name in NL. 
"There's a lot of 'cleverness' in our group!" says 
Angela Reid. "Sometimes we are completely 
off the wall with our names and ideas, we reel 
each other in. And then there's times like this 
one when we named the I'se da byePA. Roger 
threw it out there & we loved it."

RED ROCKS ALE (RED ALE)
This one's simply interesting: it's 
brewed with beets, how quintessentially 
Newfoundland is that? "We plan to use 
ingredients from time to time in our brews 
that are native to this province," says Angela 
Reid. "Beets are cool and we added them to 
enhance the color." Apparently its title is a 
reference to a popular nearby fishing hole. 
"The Red Rock Grounds, as we know them 
here in Dildo is a sure spot to catch a fish (or 
a few)," Reid says.

ROUTE 80 BLONDE (BLONDE ALE)
A great offering for people in your crowd 
who may be wary of "Craft Beer," but want to 
come along with you anyway, or for anyone 
looking for the perfect, easy drinking ale. The 
Route 80 Blonde is a delicious and more-ish 
example of a Blonde, with a uniquely, subtly 
sweet thing happening, and just the right body 
and mouthfeel for its style. The author of this 
article may have been given a growler of it that 
did not last past supper that night. As for the 
title of the beer, Route 80 is the highway off the 
main highway that leads to the brewery.

STOUT DILDO (STOUT) 
This is a great stout and a must-drink 
for fans of the style. It's got the coffee-toffee 

hits of a Guinness, without the flaws 
inherent to a mass produced beer. It 
was the first beer they made when 
their tanks came in. They must've 
known they were off to a great start 
upon first sip. The name is a bit of 
an inside joke. "When you say it 
fast, it sounds something like our 
neighbouring community of South 
Dildo," Reid says. "We said it as a 
joke, we all laughed, and continued 
to laugh each time we repeated it, 
so we went with it!"  

Red Rocks 
Ale is brewed 

with local 
beets
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Patinoire, The 7 Fingers
 LSPU Hall
 SEPTEMBER 27, 8:00PM

NSO & National Circus 
School Show
 Arts and Culture Centre
 SEPTEMBER 28, 8:00PM

Edge of the World Cabaret
 CLB Armoury
 SEPTEMBER 29, 8:00PM

TD Family Fun Day
 Atlantic Place
 SEPTEMBER 30, 10:00AM - 4:00PM

Fidget Feet From Ireland
 CLB Armoury
 SEPTEMBER 30, 8:00PM

Check out our 
website for 
WORKSHOPS 
and PANEL 
DISCUSSIONS!

SEPT. 27-30, 2018
ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND

WONDERBOLT 
PRODUCTIONS
Presents

Branching Out 
from Fogo Inn 
Bangbelly  
& Scoff Lighting 
Up Fogo Island's 
Food Scene
BY AMANDA STEPHEN 

Five years after being catapulted onto 
the world stage, Fogo Island’s food 
scene is spreading its wings. This 
year welcomed two new restaurants 
to the island, both delivering 
uncompromising quality 
with cornerstore 
hospitality. 

Bangbelly, in the town of 
Fogo, opened its doors 
in late July to a severely 
under-caffeinated throng. 
The picture was pure café 
culture: tempting tiers of 
savory cheddar scones and double-
double chocolate cake cascaded along the 
counter, punctuated by the clink and hiss of 
cappuccinos in progress. 

Bangbelly owners Caitlyn Terry and Ian 
Sheridan both fell in love with the community 
after moving to work at the Fogo Island 
Inn. The Newfoundland culture of eating, 
with its sense of informal and welcoming 
togetherness, is something they wanted to 
replicate at Bangbelly. “There are so many 
beautiful and wonderful experiences in homes 
around here, “ said Terry, smiling. “Hopefully 
we can introduce people to experiences 
outside of Sunday dinner that are well, maybe 
not as exciting. But we can try!” 

While some items may seem less familiar, 
such as the succulent molasses-braised pork 
bahn mi or a decadent treat of affogato, there 
is a familiarity in the kind and eager service. 
Staffed with students from the local high 
school, Bangbelly’s fresh energy and generous 
offerings are sure to make it a favourite hub. 

Opening in May of this year, Scoff is another 
restaurant looking to grow the dining culture 
of Fogo Island. Specializing in shared plates 

and craft beer, it’s safe to assume that no 
waistbands are safe. Owners Bryce Degner 
and Celina Parfitt also landed on the island 
through work with the Fogo Island Inn. After 
three seasons in the kitchen, the timing was 
serendipitous when restaurant space became 
available across the street from their home in 
Joe Batt’s Arm. 

Busy nights at Scoff, the room is abuzz with 
raucous laughter and pulsating beats. The 
service pass is electric with plates of glistening 
pork belly, mile-high coconut cream pie, and 
fluffy toutons swimming in a rich duck jus. 
Mouthwatering, gluttonous and entertaining 
would be apt descriptions of the food style. 
“We didn’t want to set up and it be like you’re 
stepping off the street of Fogo Island into a 
place in Toronto,” said Parfitt. “You want it to 
still feel like it’s here, and everything about the 

experience here is Fogo Island.” 

Parfitt and Degner know there’s 
no competing with Nan’s 

fish and brewis. Still, they 
don’t shy away from paying 
homage to the community 
they’ve made home. This is 
best displayed in their use 

of salt fish: cod blended with 
potato and stuffed in a pierogi, 

fried and served with scrunchions, 
onions, and mustard pickles. 

What Bangbelly and Scoff have in common is a 
trend of food that isn’t just catering to tourism. 
All owners have expressed commitment to 
affordable prices, unique offerings, and a desire 
to stay open through the quiet season. “If you 
don’t have a community behind you, there’s no 
purpose” said Parfitt. “They contribute to it just 
as much as we do.”

Yum! Smoothies @Bangbelly
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George Morgan is a dynamic and diverse composer, producer, and 
multi-instrumentalist from St. John’s, who if you’re unfamiliar with, 
is something akin to this city’s own David Byrne. 

He’s released a collection of piano and violin classical compositions (Knockturns), 
an album of circus music (Wonderbolt), and two singer-songwriter albums under the 
pseudonym Arthur Capelin (Another Planet, Cock of the Walk). He’s been a member 
of the Sound Symposium, and dozens of bands over the years, including traditional 
Newfoundland favourites Figgy Duff, and The Punters. Add professional stone mason 
to the list, and you start to get an appreciation for the eclecticism found on George 
Morgan’s newest album, Not Set In Stone. 

The backstory to Not Set In Stone is an interesting one. Morgan spent nearly three 
decades in the music industry, before switching professional gears in his late forties. 
The grind of 200+ gigs a year, young children, and everything in between that comes 
with being beholden to a paycheque as a creative musician, all influenced his decision 
to depart the scene and enroll in trade school. 

After 8 years of downtown masonry work, Morgan has returned with a new album, and 
musical alumni in tow, including the likes of Sandy Morris and Pamela Morgan. Most 
notably, he’s returned with his love of making music replenished. 

Given the eclecticism of his previous projects, it’s no surprise Morgan’s newest offering is 
just as creatively ambitious and offbeat. Sonically, Not Set In Stone is all over the place, 
upside down and sideways, but it’s in the best way possible. It’s the sound of someone 
having a great deal of fun making music again. The spirit of the songs, and the songs 
themselves, are totally infectious. 

Not Set in Stone is confessional, unabashedly romantic, bristly, and wickedly funny. It’s 
like a musical Surprise Bag. The overall attitude immediately reminded me of Lou Reed’s 
later Sire years. Reed, who always did whatever he wanted, seemed to have a lot more 
fun doing this once he too hit his fifties. For example, Not Set in Stone’s third track, Rotten 
Ronnie, is a riotous anti-capitalist tune that’s easily reminiscent of Reed’s laugh out loud 
Republican take-down, Sex With Your Parents (Mother*****r). 

Morgan never stays in one place for long though: two tracks later, and he’s setting the 
classic children’s poem The Owl and the Pussycat to music on 7 Billion People. It’s a 
sweet and vulnerable ballad that recalls one of the most beloved songs of my childhood, 
Rainbow Connection by none other than the Muppets. 

Then there’s the revisited Cock of the Walk; a tightened up braggadocio number that 
first appeared as the title track on his 2001 album. Whether Morgan’s celebrating his 
motorcycle on the rock and roll jam, Full Tank of Gas, singing poppy refrains on Negative 
Love, or meditating on his parallel life on Road Not Taken/Gypsy, Morgan’s thoroughly 
enjoying making music again. He’s a creative non-conformist, which might not make 
Not Set In Stone everyone’s cup of tea. But if the prospect of a musical maestro making 
whatever they want on their own terms appeals to you, Not Set In Stone contains 10 
songs that will get under your skin in a totally cumulative way.

SPIN THIS.

From the outset, I knew something was off. Listening to Black 
Market Hard Tack’s new album through tinny computer speakers 
wasn’t doing it justice. Moving onto my usually reliable 3 piece 
setup still lacked that singular essence. 

Deadlines be damned - I know I’m selling myself short by ignoring the tape resurgence. 
Because the medium is the message. And this message is crafted with that authentic dry 
warmth of cassettes at its core. So as both a disclaimer and advice: don’t make the same 
mistake I did. Buy the tape and get the pseudo-analog experience that this album begs for. 

If you can’t, just listen. 

Black Market Hard Tack have oddly gyrated their way into the circle of St. John’s 
standards. It’s sporadic, off-kilter art rock tinged structured with drum machines, 
washed in synths, and slammed with a brand of poetry that lies somewhere between 
eccentric and beautiful nonsense. 

But what does that even mean? What does it sound like? 

Well, it’s a surprisingly polished ruckus that steals the best bits of dive bar punk, soft 
shelled 80s synths (there’s a keytar), and transmutes them into a neon soaked backyard 
rave that beckons you to dance. 

Except for a few instances of trading lines, the dual pronged approach to lead vocals adds 
a lot of character to the experience. Two perspectives on the same words in singsong yells 
just equals some kind of measured chaos. It’s a monument to creativity 
- another instance where some of the most innovative and unique 
work in St. John’s is being crafted on the fringes of the music 
scene. With all its oddities, its rough and tumble glamour and 
rough around the edges charm, it has become one of my 
favourite local releases this year.

Black Market Hard Tack 
Black Market Hard tack

REVIEW BY BRAD PRETTY

George Morgan
Not Set In Stone

REVIEW BY SANDY MAYNEW RELEASES

Got a new album you want 
reviewed? get in touch! theovercast.ca

Black Market 
Hard Tack is a 
monument to 

creativity. 
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There is a 
Museum in 
Our Province 
Devoted to  
Flat Earth  
Lore 
& It's Attracting 
Amazing Artists 
and Events
 

BY CHRIS DONALDSON

Somehow, with all the high-profile 
buzz around Fogo Island Inn, 
media has failed to tell the story 
of something just as magnificent, 
weird, and attractive to tourists 
looking for a unique 
experience: The 
Musuem of Flat Earth 
in a small Fogo town 
named Seldom Come 
By. It's part museum, 
sure, but it's mostly a 
hub of playful art making 
and tongue-in-cheek creative 

goofing around.  

We're talking about art projects that 
have seen the mayor of Fogo Island 
megaphoning an apology to the extinct 
Great Auk,attracted a Danish archaeologist 
to come to rural Newfoundland and adopt  
a performance persona, Dr. Daisy Diggle,  
to conduct fake archaeological digs, and  
the creation of a pirate radio station that 
tried reaching out to the abyss beyond  
the flat earth. 

For this and more, this "museum" in our 
province devoted to flat earth lore and 
theory just received a $4,600 grant from 
Arts NL to keep on doing what it does. If you 
aren't familiar with Flat Earth theory, there 
was a time when we believed the earth was 
flat, not globe-shaped, and that explorers 
were at risk of falling off the face of the 
earth in their boats if the ventured too far 

towards the ends of the earth. 
Seldom-Come-By, where the museum 
is located, or Fogo Island in general, is 
supposedly one of the flat earth’s four 
corners, hence it being the headquarters for 
The Museum of the Flat Earth.

As mentioned, the museum goes beyond 
showcasing old Flat Earth Society 
newsletters and trinkets in glass cases, to 
hosting off-site performances, and in-house 
artist residencies. (Not that the exhibits are 
uninteresting. For instance, Farley Mowat was 
friends with the Society's founders, and the 
museum has a note of his, about his theory of 
the shape of the flat earth.)

There are also materials that belonged to an 
eccentric Fogo-native named Bartholomew 
Seeker, who was understood to be the 
Guardian of the Corner on Fogo Island in the 
1970s. Until he disappeared without a trace. 
It's easy to theorize he fell off the flat earth 
and was never seen again.

Artist Kay Burns founded the museum 
as a non-profit organization in 2016. "I’ve 
been interested in ideas of the flat earth 
since doing my undergraduate in the 1980s, 

when I created a series of abstract 
sculptures called the flat earth 

series," Burns told NL Arts in 
a recent interview about their 
securing their grant.

"It was an idea that resonated 
with me because of its 

quirkiness and humour, and I 
liked the idea of playing with ideas 

that are on the edge (so to speak)."

But she didn't quite know how best to 
revisit the Flat Earth lore, that is, until she 
created a performance persona, named Iris 
Taylor. Iris was created to be an advocate 
and recruiter for flat earth ideas, who set 
out to reinstate the Flat Earth Society of 
Canada which went defunct, 
like Acid Washed jeans and 
male perms, in the 1980s. 
She accumulated so much 
material, performing as 
this character, that the 
next logical step was a 
formal entity and non-
profit organization. And 
the museum was born.
The museum also offers 
an annual visiting 
artist program, 
for artists whose 
work extends the 

museum’s concept, through skeptical 
inquiries, challenging norms, etc. "As you 
can imagine, all the artists have a playful 
edge to their work," says Burns, "and 
they’re very open to working in a somewhat 
performative way in order to create off-site 
experiences for the public. The visiting artist 
program is about engaging beyond the 
Museum walls."

In 2017, 3 visiting artists 
explored the idea that the 
great auk is not actually 
extinct, and is instead 
residing on the other side 
of the flat earth, where 
it felt safer from the 
persecution it was facing 
here on this side. 

As an example of what this 
looked like, Marcus Coates, 
an artist from London, rounded up a 
committee of locals and visitors to craft the 
wording for an apology to the great auk. She 
then took it to the Mayor of Fogo Island to 
have it ratified, and the Mayor actually read 
it at a public event, through a megaphone on 
the shore, apologizing to the great auk on 

behalf of humanity whose 
hunting led to 
its extinction. 

That same season, 
Michael Waterman from 

St. John’s created Radio 
Flat Earth as an outdoor 

dome/tower installation, 
and did a broadcast 

for eight days including 
interviews and stories 

from locals, in between his 
attempts to pick up signals 

from the great auk and other beings on the 
other side of the flat earth. 

For this year's theme, the museum and its 
visiting artists will look at the geological 
sciences. The official summer program is 
Tectonic Shift. Toronto's Meghan Price has 
already done her thing. It was a collaborative 
workshop that capitalized on the presence of 

a Geologist in Residence, Suzanne 
Nacha, who was in the area 

on account of Shorefast’s 
Geology at the Edge 
program. They made rock 
kites; we'll leave it to your 
imagination if they flew. 

Price also ran an episode 
of her Watching Rocks 

series, which is a live stream 
of a rock. It's commentary on 

the relationship between geological 
time and modern society's desire for instant 
results/satisfaction.

Michael Waterman will return as the 4th artist 
in residence this summer. Working with the 
community, he'll be constructing "lithophones." 
Its' like a xylophone, but made with rocks. He’ll 
take participants on hikes to learn how to find 
resonant rocks, which they will then make 
into lithophones so they can pull off a public 
concert with their experimental instruments. 
The Museum of the Flat Earth had nearly 3,000 
visitors last year, despite its remote location in 
a town legitimately called "Seldom Come By," 
located on an island accessible only by ferry. 
It and its neighbouring community combined 
(Little Seldom) has a population of about 450 
folks. With a little more press and tourism 
plugs, this tiny town could be seeing 30,000 
tourists and baycationers a summer.

Apologizing to the Great Auk

IT'S PART MUSEUM, 
PART ART HUB, 

churning out utterly 
unique work.
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Part 5 
Courting 
Catastrophe at 
North Spur
BY GREG HEWLETT

Right off the top let me just say, 

if this piece sounds alarmist, it’s 

because I’m alarmed.  

Sounds foolish several months into 
researching and writing about Muskrat 
Falls, but only because the project is an 
established disaster from so many different 
perspectives. Still, digging into the North 
Spur has genuinely scared the hell out 
of me. And that’s about enough of my 
feelings, I agree; I’m obliged to attempt 
to communicate the facts here as clearly 
as possible. All the more so since this is a 
situation where technical complexity too 
easily obscures the elementary brutality of 
what the geotechnical analyses of several 
experts have come to predict: the very high 
risk of collapse of the North Spur when 
the reservoir is filled in late 2019, or upon 
sustained strain sometime thereafter.
 
The North Spur is a landmass that juts out 
into the Churchill River at Muskrat Falls, 

acting as a natural dam in tandem with the 
concrete dams constructed by Nalcor that 
gap the Falls themselves. The Spur is thus 
foundational to the design of the project.
 
Back in 2011, experts from the Geological 
Survey of Canada in testimony to the joint 
Federal-Provincial environmental panel 
appointed to review the viability of Muskrat 
Falls (whose concerns, as noted in previous 
segments of this series, government and 
Nalcor have largely ignored), documented 
the presence of glaciomarine clays in the 
Lower Churchill.
 
This did not escape the attention of the 
Grand River keeper and Labrador Land 
Protectors, who, as they wrote in their 
submission to Commissioner LeBlanc, 
“for years now … we have been consistent 
in our requests, letters, media and 
submissions that we were not convinced 
that Nalcor had done all that was possible 
to ensure the North Spur would hold.” 
Accordingly, these local groups, comprised 
of people whose homes and possibly lives 
depend on the stability of the North Spur, 
reached out to Dr. Stig Bernander, one of 
the world’s leading experts in glaciomarine 
clays, to investigate the risk assessment 
methods applied by Nalcor and their 
contracted engineers, SNC-Lavlin.

Dr. Bernander’s findings, dense with 
technical detail, are simple enough in their 

devastating implications. The crux of the 
issue is that the quick clay of which the 
North Spur is primarily composed liquefies 
under pressure, and Dr. Bernander has 
found that Naclor’s design approach 
substantially overestimates the strength 
of these sensitive soils. The geotechnical 
models developed by Bernander and 
his team indicate that “full reservoir 
impoundment at the normal operating level 
of +39m above sea level will surpass the 
strain limit [of these soils] by a factor of 3,” 
as summarized by PlanetNL. The Spur is 
in fact composed of several overlapping 
layers of glaciomarine soils, all of which 

are angled downstream; and so even 
if Nalcor’s estimates do correctly 

apply to some of these layers, it 
will only take one single layer 
to be weaker than estimated 
and liquify into a sliding plane 
on which all layers stacked 

above will totter to trigger an 
enormous downhill landslide.

 
[Note: if the reader would like this 

explained in extensive detail by professionals, 
I urge seeking out Bernander’s full reports 
and Jim Gordon’s “final comments on the 
North Spur.” ] 
 
How exactly have Nalcor and SNC-Lavlin 
made such pivotal underestimations? Dr. 
Bernander’s report raises several highly 
technical flaws in the design approach, one 
of the most prominent being that the Project 
Engineers have employed a modeling type 
that fails to capture dynamic strain effects 
that can transform the clay into a liquid. 
The soil characteristics as represented in 
Nalcor’s models, according to Bernander, 
do not reflect the likely behaviour of those 
actually present in the North Spur.
 
Nalcor responded at the end of 2017 with 
the convening of a Geotechnical Peer 
Review Panel (GPRP), whose resulting 
report defended Naclor’s methodologies 
and dismissed Dr. Bernander’s findings. 
But hydroelectric consultant and retired 
engineer Jim Gordon, upon review of this 
report, was not convinced: “I still question 
whether the North Spur is safe, based on 
the lack of data and absence of geotechnical 
analysis in the GPRP report to support their 
conclusions.”
 
But it gets darker still. Mr. Gordon 
continues, “It is unfortunate and unusual 
that the GPRP did not consult Dr. 
Bernander, or give him any opportunity 

to respond to their concerns. Also, it is 
unfortunate that none of the staff within the 
Nalcor organization have the experience to 
discuss and question the GPRP findings. 

Nevertheless, in view of the recent 
revelation that Nalcor edited reports by the 
“Independent Engineer,” this inexperience 
may not have prevented Nalcor staff from 
'marking-up' or 'vetting' the report of the 
GPRP or setting parameters/mandates that 
the GPRP had to follow which would only 
give the answer sought by Nalcor.”
 
The baffling details just keep bubbling to 
the surface. Upon investigation I found that 
sure enough, thanks to the diligence of 
Des Sullivan (aka Uncle Gnarly) in filling an 
ANTIPPA request for information, “evidence 
has now been uncovered showing that 
the “independence” expected of the 
Independent Engineer for the Muskrat Falls 
project, on behalf of the Government of 
Canada, was never established; that at the 
very beginning Nalcor was permitted to 
review, edit and redact the Reports before 
they became public.”
 
Whether or not the GPRP’s report was 
subject to the same treatment, the 
fundamental, extremely worrisome fact 
is that according to a foremost authority 
on glaciomarine soils, the stability of the 
North Spur remains unproven. Nalcor’s 
belief that this natural dam will not break, 
then, is founded on the wild hope that 
Dr. Bernander has simply misjudged the 
characteristics of soils he has spent a 
distinguished career studying.
 
Once again, Nalcor insists we take them 
at their word that everything will be fine. 
I don’t have to tell you where it’s gotten 
us, to have repeatedly taken Nalcor and 
government at their word; but this time, 
if they’re wrong again, the consequences 
will be mass destruction, flooding, and 
potential drowning downstream, and the 
neglect will be historic and criminal.
 
The provincial government must be made 
to appoint, in Jim Gordon’s urging, “an 
eminent panel of geophysical experts, 
completely independent of Nalcor, 
to assess the scientific evidence and 
undertake all necessary additional 
research.” Nothing short of proof will 
suffice any longer. The choice is between 
the burden of proof and the burden of a 
potential catastrophe, and so the choice 
could not be clearer.

This Dam is Your Dam, 
This Dam is My Dam 
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Nalcor and SNC-Lavalin  
say they've sufficiently 

strengthened &  
protected the  
North Spur.
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MERBY’S 
ARE BACK… 
AND AIMING EVEN 
HIGHER FOR 
THIS YEAR’S 
CALENDAR
The Merby’s need no  
introduction: their unique, 
for-charity calendar was an 
international hit last year, and 
raised a whopping $300,000 for the 
local mental health organization, 
Spirit Horse NL. 

This year, they’re partnering with Ray Agency 
and Roth and Ramberg, who they feel have 
the expertise to take the calendar to the next 
level. Ray will be helping with a campaign 
which will launch in conjunction with the 
calendar pre-sales.

Word has reached land that The MerB’ys have 
came ashore to produce a 2019 calendar.
The calendar is a production of the 
Newfoundland and Labrador Beard and 
Moustache Club (NLBMC). Hasan Hai, founder 
of the NLBMC, explains that the calendar 
“embraces and values diversity in our 
community such as gender identity, ethnicity, 

body shape, and sexual orientation. Also, we 
delight in breaking down traditional gender 
stereotypes in creative ways.”

The photoshoots have happened and took 
place from St. John’s to Happy Valley-

Goose Bay, and many places in between. 
Fans followed the “Mermob’ile” 

along its journey using the 
hashtag #MerBys2019; the 
hashtag is still active, so you 
can keep track of all things 
merb’y leading up to the new 
calendar’s release.

THIS YEAR’S CHARITY
This year’s selection process 

considered nearly 40 local charitable 
organizations, before settling on Violence 
Prevention Newfoundland and Labrador 
(VPNL), a coalition of Violence Prevention 
organizations across the province.VPNL 
Organizations work diligently throughout 
Newfoundland and Labrador to change 
attitudes, behaviours, and social norms 
associated with violence. Through advocacy, 
awareness, and leadership at the community 
level, VPNL help facilitate a crucial dialogue 
between key organizations and the Provincial 
Government to inform policies, programs,  
and front-line services. 

“Their proposed project is titled 
‘Deconstructing Masculinity – Engaging  
Men in Violence Prevention,’” Hai says.  
“This project will challenge negative attitudes 
of masculinity and consequently empower 
men to become meaningfully engaged in 
violence prevention.”

THE THOUGHTFUL CONVERSATION  
WITH CHAD BENNETT

What Is The 
Point Of Prison?
Three sons and one daughter  
lost their lives while in the care  
of the Newfoundland and 
Labrador criminal justice  
system, in one month.

The rates of guard burnout, exhaustion, 
and PTSD are at all time highs, while the 
level and severity of incidents among the 
prisoners are becoming truly frightening. 
 
Howard Sapers, the head of the Office of the 
Correctional Investigator for Canada stated 
at a conference of the McGill Institute for the 
study of Canada that, "In 2009, nearly16% 
of the incarcerated population are now 
double-bunked in cells designed for one 
inmate, something which has increased by 
more than 50% in the previous 5 years." In 
2018 these National rates are much higher 
and in Newfoundland and Labrador they are 
higher still.
 
Mr. Sapers continues with what feels 
like a plea to be heard: "As prisoners 
become more crowded, they become 
more desperate, more violent, and more 
volatile. More offenders than ever 
before are spending more 
time in higher security 
levels. The use of long 
term segregation to 
manage the mentally 
ill continues, despite 
the fact that isolation, 
seclusion, and 
deprivation exacerbate 
mental illness. There 
are few if any correctional 
programs being delivered in the 
Country's maximum security institutions.
 
Many offenders who pose little risk to 
public safety are spending more of their 
sentence behind bars, rather than under 
supervision in the community. Day and 
full parole grant rates are at historic lows, 
as are work releases and other forms 

of discretionary release."The purpose 
of incarceration should be to prepare 
offenders for their safe, eventual release 
[as rehabilitated citizens]," Sapers says. 
"The vast, overwhelming majority of 
inmates are one day released.
 
The Department of Justice for its part 
gives the following for its reason to exist; 
"The criminal justice system plays a 
critical role in ensuring the overall safety, 
wellness, and productivity of Canadians."
 
That masthead is painfully at odds with 
the operations of our prisons, which are 
behaving less  like correctional institutions 
and more like factories specializing in 
human damage. I'll reiterate a point made 
by Mr. Sapers because it is absolutely 
crucial to understanding the increasingly 
dangerous and negative role which the 
current machinations of our criminal 
justice system is having upon our society. 
"...the vast, overwhelming majority of 
inmates are one day released." We all need 
to fully appreciate that one day soon we 
will rub shoulders with these people, and 
when that time comes, do you want them 
to be more damaged or less?
 
I can almost hear the "but we can't be soft 
on crime" crowd baying about the need for 
punishment  in order to create a deterrent to 
future crime. To them I say that the rates of 
recidivism alone demonstrate punishment 
as deterrent to be a complete and categorical 
failure. According to Statistics Canada, 

in British Columbia 66% of the 
offenders in 2012 alone were 

re-offenders. Obviously, 
any perceived or actual 
deterrent from a harsh 
punitive system is more 
than overwhelmed by the 
levels of damage to the 

individual accumulated 
and the total lack of 

readiness to re-enter society.
 

If you are in favour of a system of 
vengeance and punishment then you 
must accept that you are also arguing for 
increased levels of violence, rape, and 
murder within your neighbourhood. We can 
either have a criminal justice system which 
punishes. or one which keeps society as 
safe as possible, we can never have both.

This project will  
empower men to 

become meaningfully 
engaged in violence 

prevention.
- HASAN HAI

Calendars are available for pre-order, with international shipping available. Visit nlbmc.com!
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The Overcast’s $12,500 Albedo Grant 

is available for entrepreneurs, 

organizations, and artists looking 

to kickstart a dreamjob or launch 

their operation to new heights.

Its 3 sponsors, Dean MacDonald, John 
O’Dea, and Phil Keepings' family, judge the 
submissions, and grant $12,500, no strings 
attached, to a winner.

Whatever your mind can whip up that’s worthy 
of free funding is eligible, but there’s an 
emphasis on benefit to the community you’ll 
operate out of. 

THIS YEAR'S  
TOP 12 CONTENDERS

We received a record number of applicants 
this year, and advanced a top 12 to the 
finals that represent a variety of ideas and 
industries. Pick a favourite, cross your fingers, 
and wait until September's Cover story to see 
who'll get the grant. 

1
3F Waste Recovery
Turning Garbage into Cosmetic Gold
3F Waste Recovery is "in the business of 
turning garbage into gold," specifically 
garbage from the 3Fs of our fishing, farming, 
and forestry industry. Waste from each could 
be monetized via secondary processing 
for use in cosmetics. For example, marine 
collagen and oils from cod and salmon skins 
are cosmetic gold. This would be a 100% 
locally made product, that keeps waste 
out of our crowded dumps, and they have 
a network of academic partners behind 
them, namely from the Marine Institute 
and Grenfell campus. If they win, the grant 
money will go towards their first 2 research 
& development projects with Marine Institute 
& Grenfell campus.  

2
Bonavista Film Festival: 
A Film Festival off the Avalon
An impressive, impassioned team of 
Bonavistans, are ready to roll on 
the province's newest film 
festival, in the province's 
most booming town.  
This summer 
celebration of local 
and international 
films, hosted in 
the culturally 
vibrant towns of 
Bonavista and 
surrounding rural 
communities, will 
focus on community, 
storytelling, and diversity. 
The festival will showcase 
the region and province 
to the greater film 
industry, which 
will further 
increase the 
profile and 
economic life of 
the region, foster 
a new audience of 
film lovers outside of 
the Avalon, and engage the 
next generation of storytellers  
and filmmakers. 

3
Fishing for Success: 
Fish Tank Think Tank
60% of the cod we catch goes to waste. 
Yes, sixty. Not sixty percent of the actual 
number of fish, but 60% of each codfish. As 
the application states, "Considering the state 
of our iconic fish stock, we should be doing 
our best to use all of what we do catch!" This 
project is finding room for entrepreneurial 
activity in making money off the parts of fish 
we tend to throw away. In a nutshell, this 
think tank will employ youth to cut out cod 
tongues at the Petty Harbour Fish plant, and 

the plant will grant groups access to cod offal 
that may have otherwise gone into a garbage 
bin, so these groups can try and develop new 
products with them. It would be neat to see 
what they come up with, as cod offal already 
has known uses, from packaged fish stock to 
dog treats to cosmetics, and even jewellery. 

4
Foggy.Farms: 
2.0, Tech-driven Farming
The person behind this project, Luis Reyes, is 
an agronomic engineer with a background in 
developing and teaching farming adaptations 
and innovations. Her vision takes farming into 
the tech age, while harnessing our abundance 

of fog in Newfoundland. Open source 
technologies, apps for tracking 

demand and inventory, and 
"fogponic methods of 

indoor farming," aren't 
typical farming lingo, 

but the outcome of 
this project would 
be a web platform 
where a farmer can 
download plans and 
build their omega13 

model farm 
independently with no 

support, at a fraction of 
the price of commercially 

available systems, and for a fee, 
sell their goods directly to customers 

(similar to how crafters can sell their products 
direct to customers through etsy.com). This 
project has the capacity and intention to 
increase the amount of fresh, local produce 
available to consumers, year round.

5
Iron Earth East: 
A 3-in-1 Winner of an Idea
This project will address two separate issues, 
renewable energy and food security in NL, and 
enhance an existing social enterprise at the 
Autism Society. They will build a greenhouse 
that operates year round, by harnessing 
modern green technology. After it's built by 
Iron Earth East, The 365 Greenhouse will be 
used by, and expand the capacity of the Autism 
Society's gardening-focused job training 
initiative for youth (which won the Albedo 
Grant in 2016!). The certain success of the 
365 Greenhouse in growing food year round, 
powered by green energy, will ideally inspire 
other communities to adopt this model and 
grow their own food regardless of local climate, 
to improve their access to fresh, healthy food, 
particularly in remote rural communities 
without grocery stores or access to a grid.

6
Meals for Margo:
A Food Program for Cancer Patients 
A commercial cook and nutritionist have 
started a program that makes ready-made 
meals for cancer patients, tailored to 
their dietary needs, and the side effects of 
treatments like chemotherapy. Malnutrition is 
a serious complication of chemo, which often 
leads to death or secondary illness, yet no 
food program for these people exists. Meals 
for Margo will make meals that cater to the 
unique dietary needs, appetites, and altered 
tastes of people undergoing cancer treatment. 
The meals will be prepared in accordance 
with the side effects of treatments, with 
optimal nutrition in mind. Cancer patients, 
or their caregivers and loved ones, can order 
customized meals, or, pick them up. 

7
The Milky Whey:
Out of This World Ice Cream
Justine Thompson would like to milk the fact 
we produce nearly fifty million litres of milk 
here a year, but do very little in the way of 
secondary processing of this dairy, to make 
things like cheese, yogurt, and ice cream. She 
was the pastry chef at The Reluctant Chef, 
and was one third of the legendary pop-up 
donut business, Holy Grail donuts (aka, the 
best donuts ever). Now she's looking to start a 
local ice cream business. The Milky Whey will 
begin its journey as a push cart, Dickie Dee 
style, that can also remain static, indoors or 
out, before blooming into a brick-and-mortar 
establishment. It's likely local restaurants 
would eat this up too, for their desert 
menus. Her plan is to "challenge palates with 
unorthodox flavours through something that 
has never let us down - ice cream." 

8
NL Design Resource Centre:
Curb the Urban Sprawl
There are a few things that define our province 
and capital city, and one of them is poor 
forward-thinking when it comes to long-term 
planning, and urban design. This group is 
proposing the creation of a Design Resource 
Centre: a publicly accessible “storefront” 
where people from all walks of life can 
be exposed to the myriad concepts and 
possibilities that the term design presents. It 
will be space where courses in architecture, 
interior design, heritage preservation, urban 
planning, and design thinking are taught by 
experienced individuals, possibly sometimes 
in partnership with MUN and colleges. The 
Design Resource Centre is seen as a seed that 

Who Would You Pick 
to Win our $12,500 
Albedo Grant?
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will one day be a prized local 
institution. The notable trio 
behind this idea is City 
Councillor Dave Lane, 
visionary Architect 
Grant Genova, and 
Chair of Happy City 
St. John’s, Rob 
Nolan.

9
NL Fibre Mill:
Milking Wool for All Its 
Worth
The Newfoundland Fibre 
Mill, set to open in Bonavista in 
2019, will be the only operating fibre mill 
in Newfoundland and Labrador. It has too 
many visions and endeavours to list here, 
but will essentially be a production facility, 
retail space, hands-on education centre, and 
cultural preservation centre for the all 
things fibre in our province. In their 
own words, the goal of the 
Newfoundland Fibre Mill is to 
process as much local wool 
as possible, in part because 
it is estimated by the Sheep 
Producers Association of 
Newfoundland and Labrador 
that more than 41,250 pounds 
of sheep fleece goes to landfills 
in Newfoundland and Labrador 
annually. The aim is to get wool out of 
the landfills and create beautiful useful local 
products, such as yarn, felt, scarves, blankets, 
rugs and cushions, etc, and give farmers this 
new revenue stream.

10
Pennywell Farms:
Fresh Greens, Year-Round
Pennywell Farms is an indoor hydroponic 
farm business: note the word indoor. It means 
the produce they produce is not limited to our 
brief growing season, so they could sell fresh, 
local produce all year round. Their "indoor 
hydroponic farms" are insulated composite-
steel containers, capable of growing food 
anywhere on earth. Using hydroponics, this 
system requires 95% less water than a typical 
outdoor farm with similar yields, and less 
than 30% of the energy. Their plan is to start 
out with herbs and leafy greens (hurray for 
that, says everyone looking for fresh herbs 
for their recipes in the dead of winter in 
Newfoundland). It’s a scalable model, with the 
ability to add growing units based on product 
demand. The plan is to pilot on the Avalon, 
then expand across the province.

11
Resource Centre 

for the Arts: 
Enhancements to 
Accessibility
Better known as 
The LSPU Hall 
in general, this 
mecca of local 
arts has been 

making consistent 
strides in facility and 

programming upgrades. 
The Resource Centre for 

the Arts has been improving their 
accessibility, with the goal of creating a fully 
accessible venue. But as a charity and a not-
for-profit organisation, it can be extremely hard 
to find the funds to do so. This grant could help 
them focus on five specific initiatives to try and 

incorporate before their upcoming season, 
and encourage their renters to utilise 

as well: ASL interpretation, 
hearing assisted devices, 
magnifying sheets, audio 
description, and the use of 
colour contrasting painting 
around the building in 

key places, to enhance 
independence, safety, and 

accessibility.

12
Writers Alliance of NL

Workshops with Marginalized Groups
The Writers’ Alliance of Newfoundland 
and Labrador want to present workshops, 
facilitated by local writers, in some of the 
province’s prisons and treatment centres. 
The programming will focus on writing, and 
how it can influence and develop the skills 
and perspectives of its participants. Last 
year, WANL started developing outreach 
workshops for marginalized communities, 
namely by partnering with The St. John's 
Status of Women Council Women's Centre, 
Thrive Community Youth Network, and the 
Aboriginal Resource Office. The quantity of 
positive feedback these programs received 
inspired them to continue these sorts of 
programs, but a non-profit organization only 
has so much money to fund their visions. The 
Albedo Grant would be used to develop and 
present writing workshops at the Woman’s 
Correctional Centre in Clarenville and the 
Tuckamore Youth Treatment Centre in 
Paradise. The program could scale out 
from there.

READ MORE!  
THE ALBEDO GRANT, 

PAST WINNERS, & 
FUTURE DEADLINES 

theovercast.ca/
albedo-grant
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Cheers 
to Local 
Newfoundland 
Distillery Co 
Has Launched 
Rhubarb Vodka & 
Gunpowder Wild 
Rose Rum
BY CHAD PELLEY

Barely a year old now, Newfoundland 
Distillery Co. has won a few 
noteworthy awards, and as of this 
month, launched 2 vodkas, 2 gins, a 
rum, and an aquavit (a somewhat rare 
and unique spirit of Nordic origin). 

Given their dedication to date 
of featuring local products, 
or perhaps better worded, 
capitalizing on our wild bounty 
like seaweed and juniper 
(for their seaweed gin) or 
bakeapples and savoury (for 
their other gin) it's no surprise 
their two new products use local 
ingredients like wild roses, rhubarb, 
and Newfoundland's renowned honey. 
In fact, the NL Distillery Co. has the claim to 
fame of making the first spirit ever produced 
in Newfoundland that was fully grown and 
legally distilled in the province. 

THE NEW RUM
GUNPOWDER & WILD ROSE RUM
The "Gunpowder" alluded to in the spirit's 
title might turn a few heads, so as a bit of 
an educational moment or refresher, Peter 
Wilkins of the distillery explains, " In the navy, 
rum was always ‘proofed’ before the sailors 
were given their daily ration. To do this, the 
purser would put some gunpowder in the rum 

and light it. If it flared up, the rum was as it 
should be, and the sailors would know they 
were getting their proper measure."

He says "we have taken this idea, and 
balanced it with the hint of roses to make 
a unique amber rum that satisfies those 
looking for a traditional rum, and, those 
looking for more subtle flavours with complex 
undertones."

To achieve that gunpowder taste, they use sea 
salt from the Newfoundland Salt Company, 
locally harvested kelp (as a natural source 
of sulphur), and some charred birch for the 
carbon flavours, which contrast with the floral 
notes of wild Newfoundland roses. "This 
makes for a unique rum, that opens up with 
the gunpowder flavours," Wilkins says, "before 
the mellower tones of the aged rum, with 
hints of vanilla come into play, followed by the 
aromatic scents of wild Newfoundland roses."

THE NEW VODKA
RHUBARB VODKA
The Newfoundland Distillery Co. launched 
in May of 2017 with a vodka made of 100% 
barley, which gives it a little more body than 

most vodkas. It won silver at the 
2018 Canadian Artisan Spirit 

Competition. 

Their new vodka is infused 
with a local legend: rhubarb.  
"It has the freshness and bite 

of just-picked rhubarb," Wilkins 
says, "which is tempered with a 

dash of Bee Better honey from Grand 
Falls ... [it] is ideal to drink on its own, or 

as a flavourful twist in vodka based cocktails, 
especially in citrus ones." It would definitely 
make for an interesting vodka martini.

This spring, Newfoundland Distillery  
Co.'s Seaweed Gin won a Double Gold  
Medal at the San Francisco World Spirit 
Competition, and their Cloudberry Gin won 
a Silver Medal. Sounds like these two new 
spirits are bound to possess and delight  
the palates of future judges 
in future competitions  
as well. 

AUGUST 25 & 26, 2018
COAKER FACTORY, PORT UNION,NL

Also in Clarke's Beach ... If you make the drive out to NL 
Distillery Co., pack your trunks or swimsuit: there is a nice 
beachstone beach, and, a swimming hole "Beach Pond" across  
the road from from the beach. It's a nice day trip, and you'll see  
why many Newfoundlanders retire there.

VISIT THE 
DISTILLERY  

at 97 Conception Bay 
Highway, in Clarke's 

Beach.
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Tuckamore  festival
 C H A M B E R  M U S I C  

T O  I N S P I R E

www.tuckamorefestival.ca 

LATE NIGHT JAZZ
with Mark Fewer, 
Bill Brennan and Jim Vivian
THURSDAY, AUGUST 9, 9:30PM  |  $33/22

>noice< 
GOES TO THE MOVIES
darlings of the local improvisation scene
THURSDAY, AUGUST 16, 9:30PM  |  $33/22

LATE NIGHT AT THE ROCKET ROOM The Rocket Room, Rocket Bakery, 272 Water St.

SQUARED 
AWAY 
Churchill 
Square is 
Making a 
Comeback
 

BY LAUREN POWER

Churchill Square has had some  

hard luck over the past decade  

or so. On the west side of the 

Square, Dominion (then SaveEasy) 

closed its doors, leaving the space 

in retail purgatory, an “eyesore” or 

a “economic black hole,” depending 

on who you ask. On the east side, 

roof damage and flooding caused 

an abrupt exodus for the complex’s 

apartment dwellers and business 

tenants. 

Now, the flooded-out retail spaces have 
reopened (reports say it's back to being 
fully rented) and there are rumblings of a 
developer taking on the vacant grocery 
store location. Meanwhile, new faces and 
St. John’s stalwarts are moving in. That’s 
good news for business owners and for the 

neighbourhood. “We've got a real family built 
here, I know I couldn't be happier, and I think 
the whole crew is on that page,” says Evan 
Bursey, owner of Fort Amherst Pub. The 
pub had its own run of hard luck, including 
multiple floodings at its original location 
downtown before it landed in Churchill 
Square last year.

“We can see the Square revitalizing every 
day as businesses and tenants move back 
to the newly renovated retail and residential 
units, and we are so happy to be a part of it,” 
says Amanda Dawe, owner of the Natural 
Emporium, which opened in May of this year, 
selling an electric mix of products for  
mind and body. 

“The Square has a  
beautiful vibe, 
being built 
around 1956, 
you can feel 
the optimism 
of the 1950s 
in the way it 
is designed, 
the stores 
surrounding a 
large parking area, 
appealed to the 
growing number 
of families with 
automobiles.”

Since they opened in 
2010, downtown retailer 
Whink has moved into 
progressively bigger spaces, from their 
original spot on Duckworth, then onto 
Water, and now into Churchill Square.

“Myself and the Whink team are so excited 
about the new location and Churchill 
Square,” says Kim Paddon of Whink, which 

carries art, hosuewares, and jewelry, 
focusing on local handmade products as 
well as Canadian artists and designers.  
“The Square is a great shopping location … 
we are thrilled to be a part of it!”

 However, there are many sides of 
the Square. While new tenants 
are bringing new optimism, 
Square veterans like Big 
Ben’s have been making it 
work for decades, through 
the ebbs and flows.

“Churchill Square is not 
the thriving place it was 
when Ben’s first opened,” 
says Ashley Ellis of Big 
Ben’s Pub. “Numerous 
diversified businesses 
have opened in the 
Square and many 
have come and gone 

since 1972. Churchill 
Square is centrally located in St. 

John’s and is patronized by many people in 
the neighbourhood. It is regrettable that the 
large Dominion supermarket property has 
remained vacant for so long. We are hoping 
this will soon be rectified and expansion  
can occur.”

Still, owners new and old alike are managing 
to find their footing, like baby and children’s 
clothing store Strawberry Tree, which has 

been in operation since 1984. “We have 
been in business since 2002… the oldest 
tattoo body piercing shop in St.John’s,” says 
Maxine Seymour of Studio Maxx, who has 
been in the Square seven years. “I love it 
there… I would never leave the Square. It 
has been awesome for my business.”

Indian subcontinental Bangladeshi 
restaurant NJ’s Kitchen is celebrating their 
second anniversary in the Square on August 
19th. “Our business [has] gone double since 
our first year, which is rare in this current 
economy,” says owner Jamil Hossain. 

“All we need is some cultural shows and 
social activities on the big parking lot in the 
evening to attract more people. Churchill 
Square will be a big landmark if we would 
have more people know about this place.” 
In the future, Hossain hopes to see more 
resources dedicated to making the area 
into a better space, with art, better seating, 
and space for kids to play.

“We have been in talks with the city in 
creating a "Churchill Square Society" 
of business owners and people of the 
community to assist in unifying and 
directing a positive impact in the years  
to come,” says Bursey. “It is a great time  
to be here, and we look forward to 
welcoming all the new life and working 
toward an even better community.”
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1949: you know the story. But what 
about some other defining dates in 
our storied history?

7000 (BC!)
The Island Gets Populated!
The first recorded inhabitants of our province 
were of the Maritime Archaic tradition, a native 
culture that flourished in the Maritimes as far 
back as 7500 BC. They moved into Labrador 
from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and by 3000 BC, 
made their way to the island of Newfoundland, 
beating out the arrival of other indigenous 
cultures, like the Beothuk.

1583
England Boldly Claims the Island 
As Its Own!
In August of 1583, Sir Humphrey Gilbert landed 
in St. John's, with letters from Queen Elizabeth 
I that authorized him to "take possession of 
Newfoundland." (No one asked the resident 
indigenous about this business of course, and, 
other countries like France and Spain would 
continue to send ships over to fish.)

1610
The First European Settlement!
Prior to this date, Europeans came over to fish 
and loot during our brief summer, but dared 
not settle on the untamed rock until 1610, 
when John Guy established what is deemed 
the first official colony  in Newfoundland (this is 
contested). This was in the town of Cupids  
on the Avalon.  

1696
The French War for Control of the Island!
By now, Placentia was a real French settlement 
in Newfoundland. In 1696, a French military 
force led by Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville, from 
Placentia, captured St. John’s and other English 
settlements on the Avalon Peninsula during the 
winter. And briefly commanded them.

1713
The French Get St. Pierre As 
a Consolation Prize!
In the 1713 Treaty of Utrecht, France 
acknowledged British ownership of the island 
... until the "Seven Years War" from 1756–63, 
when control of Newfoundland became a major 
source of conflict between Britain, France and 
Spain. The "Battle of Signal Hill" was the end 
of that, and Britain retained its rule. (Despite a 

successful raid in  
1796). France came out  
of those battles with its  
existing claims to St. Pierre & Miquelon.

1809
N Becomes NL!
Labrador was given to Newfoundland,  
"stolen" from Quebec, as far as Quebec was 
concerned. This would be a political issues for 
decades to come.

1829
Colonization Claims "The Last Beothuk!"
The Beothuks, who never numbered more than 
1000, lived a quiet life as hunters and gatherers 
prior to the European colonization of the island. 
As Europeans settled the island and exploited 
its fishery, the Beothuk continuously retreated 
from the areas in which they traditional lived and 
gathered food, and European settlers increasingly 
denied the Beothuk access to resources and 
spaces they were accustomed to, driving them 
inland, where they subsisted on caribou (moose 
were not yet introduced to the island). As a result 
of Erupean settlement interfering with their 
traditional foodways, the Beothuk decimated 
caribou stocks, their last real source of food. The 
eventual emergence of Newfoundland trappers 
going inland for the fur trade further reduced the 
Beothuk's ability to hunt for sustenance, and led 
to clashes of the cultures. Europeans also had 
infectious diseases the Beothuk had no immune 
defence against, namely Small Pox and TB. 
Shanawdithit, known as "the last Beothuk" in our 
province, died  of TB in 1829.

1869
Canada Comes Knocking!
For not the first time, Newfoundland said no to 
joining Canada (and yes to remaining a British 
Colony).

1878
Moose Introduced to the Island!
Yes, it's true: like the English, French, and Irish, 
moose are not native to the island, and were 
only introduce in 1878 as something to eat.

1925
Book Learnin'!
Memorial University College (MUC) opened to 
offer Newfoundlanders their first two years of 
university training in the arts and sciences. It 
has since grown into the largest university in 
Atlantic Canada. 

on the sauce

Relish  The 
Dog Days 
Of Summer
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Relish is the condiment of 
harvest season. Coming from 
the Old French reles, meaning 
"something remaining," it's what 
we do with the leftover portions 
of our garden's yield. 

The bumpy ends and straggly bits of 
our prize cucumbers, tomatoes, 
cabbage, you name it, and 
you can chop it, cook it, 
pickle it and jar it up 
into delicious relish. 
With a long shelf 
life once properly 
canned, the fruits 
(and veggies) of 
our labour enliven 
winter meals while 
adding extra nutrition.

When your average 
Newfoundlander thinks relish, 
the cucumber based sweet pickle relish 
found in the Heinz squeeze bottle tends 
to be the vision in their head, likely 
slathered alongside mustard 
on a hotdog.

 This popular relish enjoys a bigger 
market share on the rock than it does in 
most of Canada, possibly because of our 
undying love for fried fish. Tartar sauce is 
really just mayo and relish mixed. Sweet 
pickle relish is also great in tuna salad 
or meatloaf. Ernest Hemingway mixed a 
dollop into his burger patties.

The world of relish is bigger than this 
though. Of all condiments, this is the 
one to explore. Chow-chow, a favourite 
Southern US relish, contains such 
seasonal treats as green tomatoes, 

various beans, cabbage, summer 
squash, and cauliflower. It's a favoured 
topper for pulled pork, cornbread, chili, 
greens, and ham. The standard burgers 
and dogs make the list, as do turkey 
sandwiches. Sweet and hot versions are 
available, but the best way to try it is to 
make it yourself.

Achar, an ubiquitous South Asian relish, 
consists of chopped fruits and veggies 
pickled in oil or brine with spices like 
mustard, fenugreek, chili and turmeric.  
Achar may be made of lime, mango, 
carrot, radish, ginger, rose, rhubarb, 
pretty much anything that grows from 
the dirt. 

There are an endless number of regional 
varietals, including achars with pickled 
meats or seafood like prawns. Eggs are 
a natural pair with achar, as are hearty 
breads, charcuterie , roasted meats and 
grilled cheese sandwiches. Mix it with 

yogurt as a dip.

Gin brings relish to 
life, accentuating 

its tangy, pickley, 
briny nature, while 
offsetting any 
sweetness or heat. 
Different gins speak 

to different styles 
of relish. A spicy rose 

and mango achar will 
pair well with Hendricks 

dominant rose and cooling 
cucumber notes. Beefeater London Dry's 
juniper and citrus approach is classic, 
enjoy with tonic and some Hemingway 
inspired burgers or high quality hot dogs. 
Uncle Val's Peppered Gin is a hit with 
chow-chow and chili, and Newfoundland 
Distillery Co.'s Seaweed Gin is a natural 
complement for prawn or mussel achar.

Bonus round. Gin, vermouth , Campari, 
partridgeberries, and orange zest make a 
delicious Negroni Berry relish.

            

           

10 Big Dates 
in Newfoundland History

ALSO 1964 
The year we introduced  

bison to the island.  
They died off pretty  

quickly.
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NEWFOUNDLANDIA  BY CHAD BENNETT

The Tsunami 
Of 1929
Tsunamis are meant to happen 
elsewhere. Out beyond the 
Atlantic pale and confined to 
the Pacific ring of fire. Strictly 
the preserve of myth, rumour, 
and distant voices. It always had 
been, until 1929.
 
The coastal steamer the S.S. Portia sailed 
her usual run towards the southern end 
of the Burin peninsula, but unlike her 
namesake from the Merchant of Venice, 
for her, there would be more than three 
caskets to choose from. 

November 21st in the weak light of early 
day, the Portia rounded the point on 
her way to Burin Harbour. For Captain 
Westbury Kean, it had been a normal day 
on the wet; tea, biscuits, and a game of 45s. 
He, however, saw it first, the impossible 
thing, the surrealist's spectre of melted 
clocks and of life fragmented to a new 
understanding. Captain Kean saw a store 
floating past his ship on its way out to sea.
 
Only the chugging pulse of the steam 
engine reassured the crew that they 
were in fact awake, as a house tipped 
at a drunken angle, windows and doors 
closed, also floated past their held breath 
and disbelief. The hot prickles of dawning 
horror sharpened the clenched tension as 
the Portia steamed past 9 buildings, on her 
way to a harbour which no longer existed. 

It must have been a cruel flashback, with 
the Great War only eleven years removed. 
They described the scene as a warzone 
after the heaviest possible shelling. At 
that moment the world still had no idea 
anything had happened. 
 
November 18th, three days before the 
Portia spilled light into a sleeping world, 
the people of the Burin were having supper 
while the solid ground shook, sickeningly 
turning to watery clay, and back to stone. 
At 5:02 pm, an earthquake measuring 
7.2 on the Richter scale struck 250 
kilometers off the coast of Newfoundland. 
After 5 minutes of ground tremors and 
aftershocks, all went quiet. The people 
of the Burin had two and a half hours 
remaining, they just didn't know it yet.
 
The earthquake had set three enormous 
walls of water in motion. A tsunami 
moving at 140 km/h was racing towards 
Newfoundland.
 
The curious thing about a tsunami is that it 
takes away water a few moments before it 
makes landfall. If it hadn't been a calm night, 
it's easy to think that no one would have 
noticed the little harbours being sucked dry. 
Boats which had been anchored in as many 
as 20 feet of water hit ground and fell onto 
their sides. This would be the only warning 
anyone would get. Some did notice, some 
saw the rising walls of water surging up the 
long narrow bays and were able to flee to 
higher ground, some were not so lucky.
 
The bays of Port au Bras, St. Lawrence, and 
Taylor's Bay saw the water rise as high as 
a 9 storey building, and hit the shore still 
travelling at 40km/h. This is violence which 

is difficult to conceive; in only 30 minutes, 
over 40 villages were ransacked, some 
completely destroyed. The water destroyed 
most everything in its path. Almost 
fantastically, some structures detached 
from their foundations, floated free, and 
survived. In one case, a general store was 
carried inland more than 60 meters before 
coming to rest in a meadow with all of its 
stock intact and on the shelves. 
 
It took a further 2 hours for the water 
levels to return to normal, during which 
time people and things were swept out to 
sea. Desperate rescues were launched in 
whatever craft had survived, for people 
clinging to debris or trapped inside floating 
houses. In one house, a sleeping baby was 
rescued on a second storey, with the family 
having all drowned on the first.
 
There was no way to send for help, the 
overland telegraph lines having been 
damaged in a storm a few days earlier 
and the earthquake having severed 12 
transatlantic cables to Europe and North 
America. No one outside the Burin peninsula 
knew anything had happened until the S.S 
Portia steamed into port three days later. 
The Portia was equipped with a wireless 
and sent a message to St. John's. The 
S.S. Meigle was quickly loaded with 
provisions, nurses, and doctors, and 
arrived the next day.
 
The tsunami of 1929 took the lives of 28 
people. This is still the largest documented 
loss of life due to an earthquake-related 
event in Canadian history. 

(Re-imagining based on real events. Sources: 

Heritage NF and Natural Resources Canada)

Quiz of the Month
Test Your Trad 
Music Knowledge
QUESTION 1
This man’s free, widely distributed, multi-volume 
collection, “Old Time Songs and Poetry of 
Newfoundland,” is often credited with making the 
public aware of traditional Newfoundland songs. 
a. Dick Nolan
b. Gerald S. Doyle
c. Sandy Morris
d. Kenneth Peacock

QUESTION 2
Used when no instruments are available, this 
improvised vocal technique supplies the rhythm 
through nonsense words. 
a. Gibberish Music
b. Johnnyish Music
c. Chin Music
d. Tunish Music

QUESTION 3
This French-speaking fiddler from the Port au Port 
peninsula reached musical fame after retiring from 
nearly 60 year career as a fisherman.
a. Jean LaBreton
b. Émile Benoit
c. Rufus Guinchard
d. Pierre Grandin

QUESTION 4
Constructed using household items, this percussion 
instrument provides the beat for kitchen parties 
around Newfoundland and Labrador.
a. Bones
b. Hand Flute
c. Hurdy Gurdy
d. Ugly Stick

QUESTION 5
First aired on CBC in 1964, this television show 
contributed to the revival of interest in traditional 
Newfoundland music.
a. Jigs & Reels
b. Scuff & a Scoff
c. Good Ol’ Newfie Music
d. All Around the Circle

QUESTION 6
Known as the “First Lady of the Accordion,”she 
recorded four albums and was awarded the Order of 
Canada for her contribution to Newfoundland music.
a. Minnie White
b. Pamela Morgan
c. Anita Best
d. Joan Morrissey

QUESTION 7
Mixing traditional and original music with 
comedy, this extremely popular group had its own 
television variety show and hits like “Babylon Mall” 
and “Living in a Fog.”
a. The Philadelphia Cream Cheese Band
b. Figgy Duff
c. Wonderful Grand Band
d. Garrison Hill

ANSWERS: 1 B  /  2 C  / 3 B  /  4 D  /  5 D  /  6 A  /  7 C 

HEY WRITERS! 
Interested in writing 1 article a month for The Overcast?  It will be an 
assigned article, about a topical local issue. Apply by sending a resume  
or samples of writing to chad@theovercast.ca by August 12th.
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  Schools in NL to Receive  
  Farm to School Grants  
  From National Program 
Farm to Cafeteria Canada (F2CC), the Whole Kids Foundation, and 
Food First NL have announced a second round of Farm to School 
Canada grants. Valued at up to $10,000 each, these grants will be 
delivered to 33 schools across the country, including 3 schools in 

Newfoundland & Labrador.

The goal of F2CC’s Farm to School program is to get more locally grown food onto the 
minds and plates of students across the country. The program achieves this goal by 
establishing partnerships between schools and the farmers, fishers, and food producers 
in their area. For example, during the first round of F2CC Farm to School grants, St. 
Bonaventures College in St. John’s received money to establish a farm to school salad 
bar program in their school. The self-serve salad bar allows students to pick from a 
variety of fruits, vegetables, and dressings. As much produce as possible comes from 
Lester’s Farm, and changes seasonally to ensure freshness and variety.

This second round of Farm to School grants will help fund similar programs at the 
following schools in Newfoundland & Labrador:

+  CLARENVILLE MIDDLE SCHOOL  (Clarenville) 
+  IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  (Corner Brook) 
+  ST TERESA’S ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  (St John’s)

By providing students with both quality nutrition in the cafeteria, and hands-on food 
education in the classroom, and simultaneously supporting the local food supply chain, 
Farm to School is a full-circle win for students, communities, local farmers, and local 
food economies. “There is a food revolution afoot in Canadian schools,” says Joanne 
Bays, National Director for Farm to Cafeteria Canada. “Parents, teachers, students, 
and food service workers are clamouring for a fresh crunch in school lunch, and local 
farmers and fishers are eager to deliver!”

Ginette Petitpas Taylor, Minister of Health, says, “The Government of Canada is proud 
to support the program Farm to School: Canada Digs In!, which encourages young 
Canadians to eat healthier food by teaching them where it comes from and helping them 
to grow it themselves. Bringing healthy, local food into schools and providing our youth 
with inspiration to make informed food choices will help children develop healthy eating 
habits that can last a lifetime.”

This is a particularly relevant statement for a province like ours, with above average 
rates of diet-related health issues, like diabetes, obesity, and heart disease.
Food First NL became our province’s principal partner for this national program to 
ensure the Farm-to-School movement could take root in schools in Newfoundland 
& Labrador. Its Education Manager, Sarah Ferber, is the Regional Lead for Farm to 
Cafeteria Canada in NL.“The type of food procured by public institutions can play a big 
role in shaping the health, economy, and food system of our province,” says Ferber.

“By partnering local schools with food producers in their community, we’re bringing 
healthier food into our schools, and fostering life-long healthy eating habits and ‘eat 
local’ attitudes in our children, while strengthening local food systems and economies, by 
providing farmers, fishers, and food producers with more venues for sales of their goods.”

What 3 MUN Students 
Learned from 
Backpacking Europe 
with Only Red Bull 
As Currency
BY LAUREN POWER

Myranda Bursey, Laura Hillier, 
and Cassidy Welsh know about 
vacationing on a budget. 

This year, as part of the international Red 
Bull “Can You Make It?” challenge, they 
handed over their cash, cards, and phones in 
exchange for 24 cans of Red Bull. From the 
starting line in Stockholm, Sweden, they had 
to make their way to Amsterdam, relying on 
Red Bull as their only form of currency.“It 
was like a combination of The Amazing Race 
and Hunger Games,” said Team Biohazards, 
whose name is a nod to their shared history 
as Biology majors. For your summertime 
enjoyment, here are Team Biohazard’s top tips 
for successful vacationing.

TIP #1 PLAN YOUR OVERNIGHT 
ACCOMMODATIONS IN ADVANCE
“Not having anywhere to sleep was the worst 
part of the entire competition,” they say.
“Lack of sleep really takes a toll on you. After 
a really rough day, we couldn’t score any 
accommodations and ended up pulling an all-
nighter in McDonald’s in Hamburg, Germany. It 
was a Friday night, and everyone around us was 
drunk, this was definitely our worst day. We all 
agreed that McDonald’s was our safest location 
and somehow kept each other occupied until 
about 6 am. We then went to the checkpoint and 
then tried our luck to get the heck out.”

TIP #2 PACK LIGHT, PACK SMART
On their adventure, using money meant 
disqualification. So, what were the most 
essential items in their inventory? CLIF 
Bars and dry shampoo. “We were never 
certain when we would be able to get food or 
accommodations next, so it was nice to know 
we always had an option for a snack and a 
half-ass fake shower if needed.”

TIP #3 CAPTURE THE MEMORIES 
(BUT PUT DOWN YOUR PHONE)
The teams were encouraged to update fans on 
their progress via a dedicated Red Bull app, 
so Team Biohazard has an incredible record 
of their travels. What advice do they have for 
capturing memories? “We shared one phone,” 
says the team. “We still have loads of pictures 
and videos, but three of us were not attached 
to our phone like most trips. We were able 
to actually take in the surroundings and 
everything going on around us.”

TIP #4 KEEP IT BREEZY
“Planning every moment of real travelling isn’t 
necessary,” they say. “We would wake up every 
day not knowing where we would be heading 
or where we may be sleeping, but it almost 
always worked out, even with no money. Local 
people and other kind tourists are willing to 
help. Do not stress too much about getting lost 
or needing help while travelling.”

TIP #5 BE KIND TO TOURISTS
Though they didn’t bring home the win, Team 
Biohazards learned a lesson in NL hospitality:
“Probably one of the most significant things 
we learned was to offer help more often back 
in our hometowns, especially to travelers and 
backpackers that we see around town, even if 
they do not ask for it...”

Check out Team Biohazard’s European vacation 
at canyoumakeit.redbull.com/en/teams/745/

 NickWhalenMP
 /NickWhalenMP

 nwhalen.liberal.ca
 nick.whalen@parl.gc.ca  
 709-772-7171

NICK WHALEN
MP St. John’s East
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City Talk
A "Smart" Solution 
for Mobility in  
St. John’s
BY CATHERINE BURGESS 

What makes a city a smart city? 
It’s not collective brain power, but 
rather smart technology.

Earlier this year, Happy City  
St. John’s partnered with the 
City of St. John’s in a Smart 
Cities Challenge. Organized 
by Infrastructure Canada, 
this national competition 
encouraged municipalities 
and Indigenous communities 
to solve local problems using 
an innovative, smart cities lens.

A smart city integrates technology into 
its infrastructure to improve the quality of 
government and the well-being of residents. 
Examples of existing integrated smart 
technology in other cities include using sensors 
to monitor and manage traffic congestion, air 
quality, and noise, as well as sustainable energy 
projects.“Our health, both physical and mental, 
suffers when there are transportation barriers,” 
says Councillor Maggie Burton, who invited 
Happy City to participate in the Challenge. 
“Creating more predictable and seamless 
transportation solutions will fundamentally 
change how residents move around.”

Happy City invited St. John’s residents 
to complete a survey on mobility in their 
community. Most of the respondents live in the 
city core (West and East Ends, downtown), but 
some respondents live in the surrounding area 
and are invested in the development of St. John’s.

Most respondents were between 25 and 54 
years old, which was expected given that the 

survey was online, with respondents who  
are old enough to be engaged and young 
enough to be tech savvy. Therefore, the 
data may not be representative of the full 
population of St. John’s due to the inherent 
biases of online surveys. 

Residents from virtually all regions of the 
city agree (by more than 50%) with using 
technology to enhance mobility in the city. 
Willingness to integrate technology and 
mobility increases the younger the age group, 
with the youngest respondents strongly in 
favour. The oldest age group expresses more 

uncertainty on this issue. 

The question of whether 
the layout of St. John’s 
meets mobility needs 
is polarizing. There is 
no clear area or age 
demographic that is 
strongly in agreement or 

disagreement. Those in the 
East End and those aged 65-74 

tend to agree that their mobility 
needs are met, while more residents of 

all ages tend to disagree on that point. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the car is king in St. 
John’s. Most respondents rely on a car to get 
around. The number of car users is lower for 
those living downtown and in the city centre, 
which we could attribute to higher density of 
amenities and services, and more walkable 
neighbourhoods. 

With sidewalks and trails as the second most 
frequently used method of transportation, 
we could infer that improvements to 
walkability in more areas of the city can help 
us see a reduction in reliance on cars. We 
noticed a spike in taxi usage from the oldest 
respondent group, which may indicate a 
willingness to pay for efficient services. 

Overall we find that St. John’s has the 
potential to be more walkable. In conjunction 
with mobility technology, this could lead to a 
significant reduction in vehicle use. 

Fresh Fest  
Out of Earshot 
Brings A Ton 
of Out of Town 
Acts For 4 Days 
of Summer 
Fun 
BY EVA CROCKER

Out of Earshot, a new 
DIY music and arts festival 
based at Eastern Edge Gallery 
is launching August 23-25th.We 
spoke to founding member, Jess 
Barry, about the origins of the 
fest and some of the acts she’s 
most excited about. 

Out of Earshot has emerged to fill the void 
left by the much-loved DIY punk festival 
Shed Island, who announced in 2017 that 
they were moving away from an annual, 
multi-day summer festival to more year-
round promotion. 

One of the founding members of Out 
of Earshot, Jess Barry, described what 
organizers of the new fest loved and 
hope to emulate about Shed saying, “We 
liked how scrappy it was, and we liked 
the types of bands they would bring --  it 
wasn’t about making money, it wasn’t 
about appeasing masses, it was really 
about bringing things that were new and 
exciting and experimental," she said. 
"It was very much about exposing the 
community here to some of the weird 
and wonderful things happening in 
Atlantic Canada and beyond, and building 
connections between DIY artists here and 
in other cities.” 

Out of Earshot will feature eleven acts 
from outside the province along with 
around twenty local musical acts. Barry 
joked that whereas Shed Island was 
more of a straight-up punk festival, Out 
of Earshot is a little more “punk adjacent” 

and is focusing more on including other 
genres of music. “In terms of touring acts 
we’re really excited about there’s a few; 
there’s a band called LAPS from Montreal 
fronted by Heather Ogilve, they’re kind 
of post-punk/soft-prog with really 
interesting composition and vocals. We 
also have this cool, queer hardcore band 
called DOXX coming from Ottawa. "And 
we have a punk band from Halifax called 

Surveillance who are one of my 
favourite bands ever. They’ve 

really influenced my own 
music and musical taste, so 
that’s really exciting for me. 
There’s also a two-piece 
electronic act called Syngja, 

based in Montreal, who 
just did a residency in Iceland. 

They’re very performance-arty.” 

While music is the main focus of Out of 
Earshot, the festival will showcase work 
in a wide variety of mediums and plans 
to become even interdisciplinary in the 
future. This year they’ve partnered with 
the Writer’s Alliance of Newfoundland and 
Labrador to host an evening of readings 
and spoken word poetry during the 
festival. They are also bringing Halifax-
based Chris Murdoch to give a talk called 
“Black Dots” on the black roots of punk 
and hardcore music. The schedule includes 
some performance and installation art. 

Barry says the organizers are striving 
to make the Festival as welcoming as 
possible. Over the past few months 
they’ve hosted a number of fundraisers 
including shows, food pop-ups, clothing 
swaps and a karaoke night with the goals 
of raising money and creating a sense of 
community around the festival. They’ve 
been thrilled by all the new faces turning 
up at these events. “I’m hoping that by 
doing community outreach and promotion 
that leads with the idea we’re trying to do 
something different and we’re comfortable 
with taking some risks, people will respond 
positively,” Barry said, “I think there is an 
appetite for that here and we hope to grow 
it even more in coming years.”     

Festival passes are available for purchase 
online at outofearshotfestival.com and in 
person at Fixed Coffee and Baking and 
O’Brien’s Music. 

11 CFA  
acts plus  
20 local 

ones
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Water 
Witching 
with Hold Fast 
Artist in Residence 
Alana Bartol
BY EVA CROCKER

Calgary-based Alana Bartol is this 
year’s Hold Fast Artist in Residence; 
her six-week stay in St. John’s 
will culminate in a performance 
of new work during the Hold Fast 
Contemporary Art Festival’s 
Art Crawl. She will also 
be offering a water 
witching workshop 
during the Festival.

In her work, Bartol 
uses dowsing (also 
called water witching) to 
provoke both personal 
and political questions 
about our relationship to the 
environment. She uses water 
witching to talk about how we move 
through spaces, arguing the practice can 
cause people to slow down and become 
attuned to their surroundings in a new 
way. She also uses it to think about 
broader questions having to do 
with land-remediation and 
contamination from the oil and 
gas industry. 

“Water witching is also referred 
to as dowsing or divining, it’s a 
practice of divination where the 
dowser or the water-witch uses a tool 
(usually a divining rod) that responds - there are 
questions around how that response happens 
and who is giving that response - but I like to 
say unseen forces provide a response to the 
dowser through the dowsing rod which lets 
them know where to drill for water,” Bartol said. 

Bartol explained that divination can also be a 
daily practice where a pendulum is used to ask 
the divining forces a wide range of questions. 
For her, a large part of divination is carefully 
considering what questions need to be asked. 

Bartol first became fascinated with water 
witching and divination after receiving an email 
from her aunt, describing a childhood memory 
of correctly predicting where a well should be 
drilled on someone’s property. Her aunt went 
on to say that the women in Bartol’s family 
were known for water witching. 

This information inspired a number of 
questions for Bartol, “I loved the idea of 
asking: Is this ability inherited? Do I have this 
ability? How can I think about [water-witching] 
within the context of my art practice which 
talks a lot about knowledge of our bodies and 
relationship to technology and intuition and 
environmental issues?”  

In Alberta, Bartol has been making work 
that focuses on the social and environmental 
impact of orphaned oil wells. She has been 
working with a metal fabrication company 
to create machined aluminum pendulums 

shaped like an upside down teardrop. 
These pendulums open up and 

Bartol places test tubes of 
contaminated soil inside. In 

some cases she uses the 
pendulum in performance 
pieces where she dowses 
in a contaminated area. 
For other projects she 
has created meditative 

video pieces that focus 
on a pendulum hung in a 

contaminated area. 

At Hold Fast's Art Crawl, Bartol 
will present “We Cannot Fathom the Depth 

of our Shadows,” a piece based in part on 
research she has been doing about 

Newfoundland and Labrador’s 
offshore oil and gas industry. For 

this piece she will use a smaller 
version of the pendulums 
she has been working with in 
Alberta. It will be an intimate 
performance where audience 

members will be invited to ask 
questions of the pendulum. 

“It’ll just be a one-on-one moment where 
people can ask a number questions of the 
pendulum within about five minutes and we 
will divine the answers together. People will 
have to come participate to find out how we’ll 
do that,” Bartol said. 

Eastern Edge Gallery’s Hold Fast Contemporary 
Art Festival runs from August 8-12 in St. 
John’s. All regular Hold Fast events are free 
and open to the public, visit easternedge.ca for 
more information.            

10 days/nights out this AUGUST

DOWNTOWN ST. JOHN’S BUSKER’S FEST
The 3rd – 5th @ Water Street (All Day, All Night)
Fun for the whole fam. There’ll be 3 stages setup within the downtown core, and 
you’re welcome to move between each one to see a number of performances, which 
occur every hour from noon to 10 pm (last show starts at 9pm). There’ll be jugglers, 
magicians, acrobats, comedians, and plenty of performers with undefinable acts. Plus 
face painting, balloon twisters, and living art statues, and more. 

FOLK FEST 2018
The 3rd – 5th @ Bannerman Park (All Day, All Night)
Bannerman Park’s big affair of the year is happening from the 3-5th, with a bigger better 
beer tent actually named the Bigger Better Beer Tent (Tastings! Tall boys! A beer fairy!), 
and performances and workshops galore, with familiar names, new and old, like The 
Once, The Dardenelles, Fortunate Ones, The Kubasonics, and Fred Penner. 

TOMBSTONES & TEA HAUNTED HIKE
The 4th @ Church Hill (10am)
Stately and steeped in history, the General Protestant Cemetery is the final resting place 
to everyone from merchant families to labourers, soldiers to poets, and the victims of 
some of Newfoundland’s worst sailing disasters. This walking tour will introduce you to 
some of the cemetery’s most intriguing residents, the significance of gravestone symbols, 
and more, all beneath the shade of some of the last old growth trees in St. John’s. 

REEL DOWNTOWN OUTDOOR MOVIE SERIES 
The 6th @ 155 Water Street (9pm)
Catch the last screening of the year outside of your muggy house. It’s a pairing of a 
classic comedy, and a local short film on fire: The Wedding Singer and Touch. 

BRIGUS BLUEBERRY FESTIVAL
The 9th – 12th @ Town of Brigus
4 days of outdoor activities in celebration of the beloved blueberry. In addition to 
blueberry-based food and craft (including a ceremony for the cutting of a 3-foot 
blueberry pie), there’ll be food trucks, games (including a blueberry pie eating contest), 
music, entertainment, fireworks, and in general, a reason to go to one of our province’s 
most charming little towns, and be outside. 

DIABLITO’S MONTHLY SOUTHERN BBQ POP-UP
The 11th @ Soul Azteka (Starts noon)
The word is out about this tasty BBQ pop-up alter-ego of Soul Azteka. Direct quote, 
“Diablito’s is our take on some good old southern BBQ with a little of our Mexican flair. 
Featuring slow smoked meats and fresh made sides.” Diablito’s / Soul Azteka is located 
on 11 Freshwater Road

ASK ME ABOUT MY FEMINIST AGENDA
The 14th @ The Ship Pub (9pm-midnight)
A night of words, wit, and women, hosted by Berni Stapleton. The open mic style 
night will see acts, 3-5 minutes long, dedicated to the varied and unique experience of 
women. Daze Jefferies, Katie Thompson, Swervy Garland will be among performers. 
PWYC cover goes towards Persistance Theatre’s next season. If you have something 
you'd like to share at the event, email: info@persistencetheatre.com  

BOTANICAL SOAP MAKING WORKSHOP
The 23rd @ MUN Botanical Gardens (6:30-8:30)
This event will be led by Krista from St. John's Soap Works, and is an evening of soap 
making with a botanical spin. Learn the art of cold process soap and the benefits of 
including plants in your soap-making. Cost is $30, but it includes soap to take home. 
Pre-Registration Required. 

ST. JOHN'S VEGFEST 2018
The 26th @ 245 Freshwater Road (9-4)
It is what it says it is, a vegetarian Food Fest. No entry fee, everyone welcome, including 
carnivores who need an education on how good meat-free dishes are in the belly (and on 
the heart). The food vendors will be joined by some talks by guest speakers, musicians, 
and activities for kids. 245 Freshwater Road is the new SJFM Community Market.
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Tuckamore  festival
 C H A M B E R  M U S I C  

T O  I N S P I R E

featuring
   DANISH STRING QUARTET,

DAVID JALBERT, MARK FEWER,
TOM ALLEN, PATRICIA O'CALLAGHAN,

DUO CONCERTANTE and more!

AUG.
6–19
2018

TICKETS:

www.tuckamorefestival.ca
1-888-311-9090 

Meet Miranda 
Bradley 
Owner of the 
Brand New 
Bonavista 
Bicycle Cafe
BY BADGE

There has been a long-standing tacit 
agreement between the old and the 
young in rural Newfoundland: those 
that can move away, probably will.

And in most spots b’y, it's hard to 
blame them.

It’s a rare sight indeed to see an old face return 
home after many years away, and rarer still to 
come home for good. But every so often, those 
who leave seeking opportunity elsewhere find 
the greatest opportunity in the home they once 
left. This is the case with Miranda Bradley - 
Owner of the newly opened Bonavista Bicycle 
Cafe and Picnics. 

Born and raised in Bonavista, Bradley left 
to pursue an English degree, and later a 
career in public relations. After some time in 
the world of corporate PR she found herself 
immersed in the stock market as a public 
relations liaison in the mining industry. At the 
height of the early 2000s market, she was 
the owner of her own PR firm with offices in 
Vancouver and Toronto. And then in 2008, the 
Market Crashed.

At the time Bradley was a recent mother 
of two small children and was forced into a 
series of moves to make ends meet. First by 
working for a soon-to-be-bankrupt lifestyle 
magazine, then was laid off from another 

position within the mining industry before 
finally getting into real estate, just in time for 
another massive market downturn. 

Bradley was working part-time as an instructor 
at Academy Canada on Kenmount Road when 
the opportunity to lease a small cafe property 
on the Bonavista waterfront became available. 
“It was perfect.” The property itself used to 
be a barter store in its operating days, but is 
now owned by the provincial Historic Sites 
Association. “There never would have been an 
opportunity for me to come back home unless 
Bonavista started taking off like… well... like it 
HAS been taking off!”

The cafe itself has been a grind Bradley says, 
sometimes working several weeks straight 
without a day to herself. Bradley had no 
experience in restaurants prior to opening her 
cafe - but she knew how to run a business and 
perhaps more importantly she knew how to sell 
a story: “Small-town-girl leaves for the big city 
to work in the stock market only to find herself 
back again when the town she grew-up in takes 
off as a tourist hotspot.”

This is a story she has the opportunity to 
practice often, as the tourists continue to show 
up from all walks of life: both young and old; 
rich and, well, not rich.“And all to see these 
things we have here like puffins, whales, 
icebergs... things that I once took for granted!”

Bradley says the real reason for starting 
this venture however is not to cash-in on the 
growing wave of tourist dollars washing up 
on Bonavista’s shore. Rather, it’s to ensure 
that her kids have the same freedom she felt 
as a kid, to roam around until sundown just 
exploring and without her having to worry.

It seems that this sentiment rings true to 
both Bradley and every tourist she meets. 
The most remarked upon feature by tourists 
in Newfoundland is that they feel safe here, 
even among strangers. It’s a small wonder 
then why they come here when one stops to 
think what a relief that must be to those who 
can’t find it at home.
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Best Kind, 
Edited by  
Rob Finlay
BY OLIVIA HEANEY

Last year in The New Yorker, Jia 
Tolentino wrote that the heyday 
of the personal essay is over. 
Significantly popularized in a 
journalistic climate seeking to 
minimize budgets and maximize 
clicks, first-person writing saw an 
unprecedented boom in the early 
2010s, which petered out when 
Gawker, Buzzfeed Ideas, and xoJane 

shut their doors in 2015/16. 

Readers and editors had gotten sick of 
half-baked stories dashed off prematurely 
to platforms starved for content. Yet, 
considering the wave of internationally 
acclaimed collections produced in the 
first half of 2018 alone (among them Zadie 
Smith’s Feel Free, Lorrie Moore’s See What 
Can Be Done, and Roxane Gay’s Not That 
Bad), the personal essay seems to be in 
fine form – though it’s been hard to do away 
with the self-fetishizing, ultra-confessional 
sensationalism it came to be yoked with.

The personal essay is certainly getting on 
best kind in Newfoundland, where editor 
Robert Finley has published a collection of 
twelve pieces workshopped in Memorial 
University’s creative writing program. 

Best Kind showcases a range 
of content: there’s a childhood 
summer vacation (Heidi 
Wicks’s “Fireflies”); a series of 
loosely connected, slice-of-
life swimming scenes (Eva 
Crocker’s “Swimming Pools”); 
and an essay constructed 
entirely of quotations from 
other sources, in the tradition 
of documentary theatre (Joan 
Sullivan’s “Clive Wearing Writes 
(and Writes and Writes) His 

Autobiography”). Far from the unripe online 
essays slammed by Tolentino, these pieces 
wear the marks of experimentation and 
precision – they’ve clearly been drafted, 
revised, and reworked.

They also stand out because they’ve got 
better packaging. Best Kind’s cover design, 
modeled after the label of the Newfoundland 
Margarine Company’s popular Good Luck 
Margarine, evokes the intimacy of your nan’s 
kitchen. It also neatly positions the book 
in tandem with a 2015 collection of short 
stories edited by Lisa Moore, Racket, the 
cover design of which was inspired by Purity 
Factory’s Hard Bread label.

But beyond eliciting nostalgia through cover 
design, Best Kind refuses sentimentality. 
Difficult and shocking subjects – there’s 
hereditary cancer (Bridget Canning’s 
“Questions and Answers on Flight and 
Butchery”), childhood sexual assault 
(Michelle Porter’s “She Gets a Paper Route so 
She Can Save Up for a Bicycle”), and mental 
illness (Paul Whittle’s “A Sketch of Stephen”) 
– could easily turn the prose maudlin 
or sensational. Instead, such topics are 
handled with care and restraint.

In a first-person singular genre so often 
associated with introspection, self, and 
egoism, these pieces move beyond the “I” 
– perhaps a happy effect of the collective 
way they were written and revised. None of 
the writing slips into self-reflexivity, which 
suggests that the essayists are thinking 
beyond themselves, toward the reader.

In his introduction, Finley writes that this 
was part of the collection’s aim all along. He 
says that if the personal essay is meant to 

“assay” the self, the writer can do 
so only by looking outward 
– by creating “an encounter 
between an ‘I’ and the world in 
which that ‘I’ resides.” For all 
the self-indulgence of weaker 
examples of the genre, 
collections like Best Kind 
show that the personal essay 
is as adept as ever at staging 
such an encounter between 
writer and reader.

Recommended Read of the Month THE ENTHUSIAST! BY LAUREN POWER

Berry Picking for Beginners
“Picking fresh berries is a privilege we Newfoundlanders take for 
granted,” says Todd Boland, horticulturist for the MUN Botanical 
Garden. “We have so much Crown land we can avail of for berry 

picking. Such is not the case in much of Canada.” 

With a little know-how, you too can be part of Newfoundland’s long tradition of 
berry pickers. “Newfoundland is blessed with an abundant variety of edible berries,” 
says Boland. ”While many beginners are familiar with blueberries, raspberries, wild 
strawberries, and partridgeberries, there are many other, lesser known berries that  
are equally desirable. Serviceberry, locally known as chuckley pears, produce a large 
purple-blue berry on medium to large shrubs,” says Boland. “They will ripen by the end 
of August. On the barrens are crowberry, low matted evergreens with black berries.  
In bogs are marshberry, a cranberry relative. Many people think they are poisonous, 
but they are very edible and make good jam, especially when mixed with other barren 
berries such as blueberries and partridgeberry.”

Sarah Ferber of Food First NL, a food security non-profit organization dedicated to 
ensuring access to adequate, healthy food for all, recommends creeping snowberries, 
Gaultheria hispidula, which has a minty wintergreen flavour and is found on shaded 
forest floors. “They’re ripe in August, and they’re the berries that Raymonds’ Chef Ross 
Larkin recently used to help him win Top Chef Canada.”

There are a few local books to help you make accurate identifications when trying new 
berries, like Todd Boland's Trees and Shrubs of NL: Field Guide. “It notes edible varieties 
with a fork symbol, and is also fun for plant nerds that like to know exactly what variety 
of the many types of blueberries, for example, they're picking, says Ferber, who also 
recommends Peter Scott's classic Edible Plants of NL: Field Guide.“MUN Botanical 
Garden sells those books and others like it, and is a great place for an edible plant 
newbie to see things in person clearly identified, before hitting the trails solo, if they 
don't have a Nan or Pop to show them the ropes.”

Aside from poison berries, there are two main risks in berry picking: aggressive wildlife, 
and getting lost. Cell service is not reliable in rural and remote areas (nor is your phone’s 
battery life), so tell someone where you’re going before you head out, and let them know 
when you plan on returning.

As for equipment, berrypicking gear is the same as hiking gear: weather-appropriate 
clothing, comfortable shoes, and water. No need for a special berry picking rake. Used 
incorrectly, you’ll mostly gather crushed berries, berry juice, and a whole lot of plant matter. 
Worse, if you’re impatient and aggressive, you’ll certainly harm the bush for years to come.

If woodland foraging isn’t your thing, there’s always the Lester’s Farm strawberry 
U-Pick. At the Brookfield Road location, you can take a wagon ride to the field, and pick 
strawberries for $3.05 per pound. When all else fails, there’s always someone selling 
berries by the beef bucket on the side of the highway.

Learn more about edible berries and other plant life in 
 NL at the MUN Botanical Garden (306 Mount Scio Road).
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Enjoy our picnic lunches, we even include the blanket!
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There is Art  
in Place

             Discover yours at Grates Cove Studios

GratesCoveStudios

A scenic two hour drive from St. John’s

Spectacular Views from Harbour House B&B

Amazing Food at The Open Studio Restaurant

Fantastic Hiking in the National Historic Site

Fun & Skill-building Culinary & Printmaking Workshops



JULY 
JULY 1   Bob Little & Ben Dooley   /   Ryan Premises   /   2:00 pm   /   Free

JULY 5   Rosemary Lawton & Taylor Wall   /   Annex Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $12.00

JULY 7   Kelly Russell & the Planks  /   Ryan Premises   /   2:00 pm   /   Free

JULY 7   Kelly Russell & the Planks  /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $35.00

JULY 12   Rube & Rake   /   Mockbeggar   /   2:00 pm   /   Free

JULY 12   Rube & Rake   /   Annex Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $12.00

JULY 14   The Once   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $35.00

JULY 19   Craig Young Band   /   Main Stage   /    8:00 pm   /   $25.00

JULY 21   Fortunate Ones    /   Main Stage   /  8:00 pm   /   $35.00

JULY 25   Tim Baker   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $20.00

JULY 26   Matthew Byrne   /   Ryan Premises   /   2:00 pm   /   Free

JULY 26    Matthew Byrne   /   Annex Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $12.00

JULY 28   Janet Cull & the Native Side   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $35.00

AUGUST
AUGUST 1   Anita Best & Sandy Morris   /   Ryan Premises   /   2:00 pm   /   Free

AUGUST 1   Anita Best & Sandy Morris   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $20.00

AUGUST 2   Mick Davis & Thin Love   /   Mockbeggar    /   2:00 pm   /   Free

AUGUST 2   Mick Davis & Thin Love   /   Annex Stage   /   8:00 p.m   /   $12.00

AUGUST 4   Andrea & Jay's Kitchen Party   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $25.00

AUGUST 9   Andrea Lodge & Jay Sorce (Contemporary Classical)   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 p.m   /   $20.00

AUGUST 11  Kelly-Ann Evans Band (Music of Rod Stewart)   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $35.00

AUGUST 16  Dave Panting & Greg Simm   /   Ryan Premises   /  2:00 pm   /   Free

AUGUST 16  Dave Panting & Greg Simm   /   Annex Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $12.00

AUGUST 18  Atlantic Tango Quartet   /   Mockbeggar Library   /   2:00 pm   /   Free

AUGUST 18  Atlantic Tango Quartet   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $20.00

AUGUST 23  Peter Willie Youngtree & Sherry Ryan   /   Mockbeggar   /   2:00 pm   /   Free

AUGUST 23  Peter Willie Youngtree & Sherry Ryan   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $20.00

AUGUST 25  The Kubasonics   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $25.00

AUGUST 30   Newfoundland   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $35.00

SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER 1  Abbey Road   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $35.00

SEPTEMBER 6  Hillsburn   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $20.00

SEPTEMBER 8  Shanneyganock with Craig Young   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $35.00

SEPTEMBER 13  Jeff & Geralynn Reid   /   Annex Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $12.00

SEPTEMBER 15  Ennis Sisters   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $35.00

SEPTEMBER 22  Old Man Luedecke   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $20.00

SEPTEMBER 29  Bob MacDonald Band with Gordon Quinton   /  8:00 pm   /   Main Stage   /   $25.00

OCTOBER
OCTOBER 6  BS Ent. (How Sweet It Is: Music of James Taylor)   /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $35.00

OCTOBER 13  Sandra White & Friends ("Take Me Back")    /   Main Stage   /   8:00 pm   /   $20.00

SUMMER
MUSIC 
SERIES
garricktheatre.ca

468-5777


